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Abstract 
 
 
This Master Thesis has been performed at the Department of Electrical Engineering, Division 
of Electronic Devices in Linköping University. A study about HTM technology and a 
technical evaluation of advanced HTM picture recognition has been attained. HTM, which 
stands for Hierarchical Temporal Memory, is a technology developed by Numenta Inc. based 
on Jeff Hawkins theory on the brain function. The report includes also some essential facts 
about the brain for guidelines of engineers to reach a better understanding of the connection 
between the brain and the technology of HTM. Even if the technique of HTM is still young 
but the ambition of its developer is to design truly intelligent machines. 
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Preface 
 
 
As the use of source codes needs a particular license from Numenta Inc. for each particular 
user, those are not included in this report. Only those facts which are public are integrated in 
this Master Thesis. Therefore the study of HTM technology in this report should be 
considered as a general revision.  
 
The extracts of material facts in the report are the authors own interpretation and 
understanding of the original material. The author expressly affirms that any misinterpretation 
or elimination of any material fact is caused by that certain understanding and it has not been 
intentionally.  
 
For those who are interested in achieving more exact and in-depth understanding of this 
technology, the original educational material of Numenta.Inc is recommended.  
 
The author hopes the readers may gain some valuable and inspiring knowledge from the 
information collected in this Master Thesis. 
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Chapter 1 
 
"Concentrate all your thoughts upon the work at hand. The sun's rays do not burn until 
brought to a focus." 

Alexander Graham Bell 
 

Introduction 

 

1.1 Background 
To design an intelligent Machine with a memory chip acting like the brain, first we need to 
understand how the brain works. The human brain is one of the most elegant engines in the 
world and its language has been very hard to learn. We know a lot about it but at the same 
time not even close to understand how it choreographs the dances between those neurons 
insight of it.  
This master thesis is dedicated to all engineers who request the essential knowledge about the 
brain and the existing ideas about the developing brain inspired technology. Here the focus 
has been on engineering perspective.  The purpose of this master thesis is to study and get an 
overall knowledge of the new so called Hierarchical Tempoaral Memory technology, which is 
an innovative theory of designing and developing brain inspired intelligent machines. In short 
term, the following points are reflecting the essence of this master thesis: 
 
• Understanding the brain in an engineering way 
• Engineering art inspired by the brain  
• Studying and gathering facts about HTM  
 
 

1.2 Aim 
The aim of this master thesis is to gather essential knowledge of relevance for engineers about 
the biological basic of the brain and also study and collect essential facts related to the HTM 
technology and its potential for development of intelligent machines.  

1.3 Method  
For the study of this master thesis a constantly literature reviewing has been done.  
The prestudy phase has been more like an exploration in Numenta educational materials.  
Linix was the operating system which was used for the evaluation part of Numenta Picture 
Demonstartion Program. 
The references are written in a bracket. If there is no references written next to an illustration 
then that is the authors own expression. 
Reference agreement in Text: The reference index which stands inside last punctuation, refers 
to the whole text part. 
Reference agreement in Figures: Reference index which stands next to a figure, relegates that 
the figure is brought from that reference source.  
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1.4 Delimitations 
The anatomy and physiology part is restricted since the goal here is to achieve the 
understanding of the most essential part of the brain for state of the art in engineering and also 
the connection between the HTM theory and the brain. The author has tried to gather that 
fundamental knowledge which an engineer needs to know for a start.  
 
The study of the HTM technology in this report is a general preliminary study and it is 
restricted to a vision example based on the educational material from Numenta.Inc. 
 
 The evaluation part is limited to the evaluation of the Numenta Picture Demonstration 
program. 
 
 The Bayesian Network, AI, Neural Network, Fifth Generation and Fuzzy Logic are just 
mentioned but not discussed in details.  

1.5 Outline  
 
• Chapter 1: Introduction 
The reader introduces the master thesis. 
 
• Chapter 2: Anatomy of the nerve and the brain 
This chapter is divided into two parts. The anatomy of a nerve and the general structure of the 
brain will be illustrated here. 
 
• Chapter 3: Physiology of the neocortex 
A description of the mechanism of the neocortex, the mechanism of the main part of the brain 
responsible for intelligence behaviour is obtainable in this episode of the thesis.  
 
 
• Chapter 4: Intelligent machines 
The definition of intelligence and the role of memory for developing intelligent machines are 
discussed here. Also a very brief overview of some of the most known research studies in line 
with how to develop intelligent machines will be find in this chapter. 
 
 
• Chapter 5: The HTM technology 
This section contains facts about HTM. The research approach, mechanical properties and 
learning algorithms is discussed. 
 
• Chapter 6: Evaluation of advanced HTM by operation with NuPIC  
An advanced HTM picture recognition system has been evaluated by using Numenta Pictures 
Demo- Advance. Some examples are shown in this part. 
 
• Chapter 7: Results 
The presentation of the results encloses this chapter. 
 
• Chapter 8: Conclusions 
This chapter presents the conclusions and reflections of the author in relation to the study. 
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A bibliography and appendices are appended. 
 

1.6 Terminology and notations 
 
 
AI: Artificial Intelligence 
 
“Action Generator”: name for a motor in this Master Thesis 
 
Bayesian Belief Propagation: Field in mathematics applying probability theory to make 
predictions. 
 
Bayesian Networks: Networks using probability theory to formulate predictions. 
 
ci :  Notation for ith quantization center. 
 
Cerebrum: The largest part of the brain. 
 
Cerebral cortex: The surface of the cerebrum. 
 
FL: Fuzzy Logic 
 
HTM: Hierarchical Temporal Memory, a theory which explains the organization and 
computational properties of the Neocortex  [19]. 
 
Inference: Conclusion process 
 
mk

i : reminder for the nonzero place of the spatial pattern. 
 
Nc : Notation for the size of quantization centers stored in a node. 
 
Neocortex: Also called Isocortex, is the newer part of cerebral cortex. 
 
Ng: Notation for the size of temporal groups in a node. 
 
Node: A node is a component of a network. 
 
NRE:  Numenta Runtime Engine is a software for running HTM networks. 
 
NuPIC: Numenta Platform for Intelligent Computing is a software platform. 
 
Ntop: Notation for topNeighbors which is a parameter used in temporal learning algorithm and 
identify the amount of the top coincidences in the HTM networks that should be maintained.  
 
 
P(ci): Notation for the probability of an active ith quantization center. 
 
T: Notation for Time Adjacency Matrix which is created when HTM system is observing 
coincidences over time. The temporal groups are build caused of T.  
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Thalamus: Upper part of interbrain which has the function of linking sensory passageways. 
 
Quantization centers: a limited quantity of input patterns which have coincidently been 
chosen to be stored in a node inside a HTM network with another word they are just 
coincidences. 
 
VLSI system: Very Large Scale Integrated system 
 
γ: a proportionality constant. 
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Chapter 2 
 
 
 “You have to learn the rules of the game. And then you have to play better than anyone else.” 

Albert Einstein 

Anatomy of nerve and the brain 
To be able to understand the physiology of some part of the brain we need to know about the 
anatomy of nerve and the brain.  

2.1 The architecture of a neuron 
A neuron is defined as a nerve cell which contains of three main parts: cell body, dendrites 
and axon [1]. 
The cell body contains the nucleus and the cytoplasm surrounding it. Its membrane is 
sensitive to stimuli from other neurons [1]. 
Dendrites are multiple branches stretched out from the cell body. They are focused to take 
stimuli from particular sensory organs or other neurons. The contact points between nerve 
cells are called synapses [1]. 
The axon is a solo route specialized for carrying nerve impulses to other cells [1]. Most of the 
neurons have axons covered by a sheath composed of a special insulating material called 
myelin, which increases the speed of impulse conduction. The myelin sheaths have openings 
called nodes of Ranvier which allow periodic restoration of an impulse [2].  
 
The neurons are classified in three types [1]: 
1. Unipolar Neurons have only one single dendrite elongated from the cell body. 
2. Bipolar Neurons contain one dendrite and one axon. 
3. Multipolar Neurons include several dendrites and one axon.  
 

 
Figure 2.1 [3] A nerve cell  
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2.2 The architecture of the brain 
The consistence of the brain is composed of 1010-1011 neurons [4]. From an exterior 
perspective we can divide the brain in five [4] main parts:  
 
1. The cerebrum  
2. The interbrain, diencephalon 
3. The midbrain 
4. The pons Varolii and cerebellum 
5. The medulla oblongata 
 
There are also four ventricles inside the brain. A lateral ventricle is located in each cerebral 
hemisphere (left and right lateral ventricles), the third is located in the interbrain and the 
fourth ventricle is situated between the pons and cerebellum. These ventricles contain network 
of specific capillaries which generate cerebrospinal fluid(CSF) and filter dangerous materials 
(blood-brain barrier) [1].  
 

2.2.1 The cerebrum 
The cerebrum is the largest part of the brain. The surface of the cerebrum is called the 
cerebral cortex and consists of folds which are divided into two hemispheres [5]. These two 
hemispheres are split by a deep fissure and are linked by the corpus callosum which is a thick 
bundle of nerve fibres. Through the corpus callosum, the data is changed between the left and 
the right hemispheres [5]. Four lobes are the construction parts [4] of the hemispheres:  
 
1. Frontal lobe  
2. Parietal lobe 
3. Occipital lobe 
4. Temporal lobe 
 

 
 
Figure 2.3 [4] The anatomy of the brain  
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Phylogenetically, the older part of the cerebral cortex is distinguished by three layers and is 
located in the temporal lobe which has a longer evolutionary history. 
 
Neocortex 
 The newer part of the cerebral cortex is called neocortex or isocortex. Neocortex integrates 
the largest part of the cerebral cortex and it is build by six layers [6]. These six layers are 
consisting of different neuronal sorts and quantities and include advanced cerebral functions, 
accurate sensations, and the voluntary motor control of muscles. The surface area of each 
layer is about 1600 cm2 and the total depth of all layers reaches to 3 mm [4].  
  

The centre of the hemispheres is made up of white matter which is composed of neuronal 
axons. The external coat consists of gray matter, which is made up of neuron cell bodies. The 
cortex is designed by folds (gyri) and dales (sulci) [5]. 

 

Figure 2.2 [5] The cerebrum tissue: White/ Gray Matter  
 

2.2.2 The interbrain (diencephalon) 

The cerebrum surrounds the interbrain. Inside the interbrain we will find the thalamus at the 
upper part and the hypothalamus in the lower partition.  The thalamus serves as a connector 
for sensory paths and the hypothalamus controls the autonomic functions. Hypothalamus also 
joints the hypophysis for balancing of hormonal secretions [4].  

 

2.2.3 The midbrain (mesencephalon) 
The midbrain is the part of the brain between the interbrain (diencephalons) and the pons. It is 
about 1 inch wide [1].  

2.2.4 The pons Varolii and the cerebellum 

The intercoupling of neural pathways happens in the pons Varolii which is located as a bridge 
between the midbrain and medulla oblongata and decides where or if the information should 
be moved [4].  
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The cerebellum is the second largest division of the brain and it is about 1/8 of the brain’s 
mass. The cerebellum is positioned behind the pons and under the optical lobes. It manages 
unconscious skeletal muscle movement, balance and coordination [1]. It is the only part of the 
brain which its existence is not essential to being human compare to other parts of the brain 
which are necessary for fundamental live [7]. 
 

2.2.5 The medulla oblongata  
The medulla oblongata which is connected to spinal cord is the position for several reflex 
centers and regulates processes such as blood pressure control and breathing [4, 5].  
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Chapter 3 
 
 
 

“The most powerful things are simple.” 
  Jeff Hawkins  

 

Physiology of the Neocortex  
 
 The brain resembles a control chamber and controls the humans all activities. Since the 
neocortex is the part of brain responsible for numerous intelligent functions and since the 
HTM theory, which is more explained in the following chapters, has a main relation to this 
part, it is of significance for this report to write about the physiology of this part of the brain. 
 
As it’s mentioned in 2.2.1 the cerebral cortex is the surface of the cerebrum and its new part is 
the neocortex which is composed of six layers.  
 
Neocortex acts as the centre of higher mental functions as it becomes activated for nearly all 
achievements that require some kind of intelligence. These achievements can be for example 
thinking, observation, imagination, music, learning etc [7]. 
 
The two hemispheres have different functions. The left hemisphere organizes the right side of 
the body and it is significant for speech, logic way of thinking, mathematical and scientific 
abilities. The right hemisphere has power over the left side of the body and it is essential for 
musical and creative skills, room and pattern awareness and imagination [1].  
 

 
Figure 3.1 [5] Right hemisphere is in command of left side of the body and left hemisphere 
systematizes the right side of the body.  
 
The functions of the entire neocortex are categorized in three different regions: [1] 
1. Sensory regions are responsible for interpretation of sensory impulses [1]. 
2. Motor regions control the behaviour of particular muscles [1]. 
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3. Association regions manage intelligence, personality, creativity, judgement, emotions, and 
the like [1].  
 
 
The brain slowly discovers the representation for all objects that it ultimately approaches to 
recognition. Without discovering the existence of an object the identification will not happen 
[8].  
 
The Neocortex does not calculate solutions for an assignment, it uses its memory. In the 
neocortical memory, chains of illustrations gather in an unchangeable shape in a hierarchy. 
The Neocortex recollects illustrations, auto-associatively. When the Neocortex has brought 
the collected memories into play then it generates action. Every memory adds to the synaptic 
union between neurons [7].  
 
A restricted amount of synapses and neurons are responsible for bringing the memories to 
mind at any time. It happens sequentially when the process of recalling begins, one sequence 
of neurons turn into dynamic which shows the way to the next sequence of neurons and this 
process continues until the neurons have completed the commission which is to bring the 
memories to mind sequence by sequence. The saving of information in sequences is an 
automatic procedure in the neocortex [7]. 
 
The quantity of neurons inside the neocortex is estimated around thirty billion 
(30,000,000,000) but the exact number can be drastically higher or lower. These neurons 
which include remembrance, awareness, information, abilities and collected experience can 
sense, observe, and create a perspective of a world [7].  
 
All areas in the neocortex look identical even if they become activated for different purposes. 
It´s the connection between the different areas to each other and to the other parts of the 
central nervous system that make the areas to behave differently. Some scientists believe that 
all areas perform the same algorithm in transformation of signals for different independent 
functions or senses. Neocortex has hierarchical organization in terms of connections between 
neurons. This means that it is not the physical location of neurons which is hierarchical but 
the ways of their connections are in an hierarchical shape. The paths of how the amount of 
neurons in a specific area are connected to neurons in another area, decides the hierarchical 
positions of those areas. In the neocortex all senses have own hierarchies that are similar to 
each other as vision hierarchy, auditory hierarchy, touch hierarchy, ets. All neurons in all of 
these hierarchies do the same, it is their way of connections which create outputs with 
different qualities. The lowest areas in the hierarchy will be the main sensory areas where 
sensory data earliest enter in the neocortex. The sensory areas treat and refine the new input 
data and then pass the data up to higher level areas which are more considerable with that 
specific input data. Some areas of neocortex which are called association areas, obtain in-
signals from several senses. For example there are parts that obtain in-signals from both 
vision and touch. The motor organization of neocortex is hierarchical as well. The lowest 
level forwards messages to spinal cord and directly makes muscles to move. Then the upper 
areas supply complicated motor directives to the lowest area [7]. 
 
The hierarchy of motor part is very alike to hierarchies of sensory parts, even if it seems that 
in the hierarchy of motor area, the messages passing down and in the hierarchies of sensory 
parts the messages passing up, but the fact is that the messages go both ways and create 
feedbacks. [7].   
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When two neurons send the same message at almost the same time, the connection between 
them becomes stronger and this can lead to creation of new synapses between two neurons. 
This method is called Hebbian learning. The pattern and reinforcement of synapses is the 
foundation of storage of memories. There are several types of neurons in the neocortex while 
the mainly type which involve eight out of every ten neurons are called pyramidal neurons 
because of their cell bodies form. Pyramidal neurons exist in all five under-layers except the 
top layer which has a small amount of neurons but extremely long axons. All pyramidal 
neurons relates to several other neighbouring neurons in close proximity. They also make 
connection via long axons crossways to farther neurons in other parts of brain such as 
thalamus. The amount of synapses for each pyramidal neuron is estimated around several 
thousand depending on the layer and the area. This means that the entire neocortex may have 
much more than thirty trillion synapses which indicate an excellent place for storage of 
unlimited amount of memories [7]. Inside the neocortex the stream of information is flexible 
depending on the kind of signals. Therefore different areas of the brain, develop specialized 
roles based on the type of information that flow into them. For example the vision part in the 
neocortex of a blind person is developed as an extended part of touch sense. The visual 
signals in common are used to be forward to the neocortex through a million fibres in the 
optic nerve and after following a passage via thalamus they enter the main visual part of 
neocortex. Another example is the auditory part in the neocortex of deaf persons which is 
developed as an extended vision part. So instead of hearing, their vision sense become 
stronger. Normally sounds go through fibres of auditory nerve and after passage of some older 
part of the brain, they enter to the main auditory part of neocortex. The fibres are called axons 
and the neural signals are called “action potentials”. The action potentials are to some level 
electrical and in some level chemical. When all different senses become action potentials 
inside the Neocortex they all become patterns [7]. The experiences of all senses are different 
because they come in touch with their specialized hierarchy in different ways. Some of them 
are stronger and some are weaker. But they all arrive in the neocortex as currents of spatial 
patterns, developing through time on axons. The views of the world outside the neocortex are 
produced from entering time flowing patterns. This means that the only neocortex’s 
knowledge of the world outside are these incoming patterns from different senses which 
become equal inside of the neocortex . The conclusion of all these can be that the physiology 
of the neocortex is based on the same algorithm despite the differences between the activities 
of the different areas [7]. In the book “On Intelligence” [7], Hawkins has mentioned two 
interesting reality cases which may affirm this theory about the neocortex use of patterns and 
the same algorithm in all areas. The first case is about a technique called sensory substitution 
which has been attempted for showing visual illustrations on the blind persons tongue. The 
blind person uses a show instrument and finds out how to observe by the use of feelings on 
the tongue. This technique has been developed by Professor Paul Bach y Rita, and has been 
applied, on among others, on an outstanding sportsperson by name Erick Weihenmayer who 
had lost his vision at age thirteen.  By using the technique and carrying a little camera on his 
forehead  and a chip on his tongue, Weinhenmayer succeeded to see pictures. This is possible 
because the pixels of patterns are experienced as sensory points of heaviness on the tongue 
and the neocortex learns to identify those points of heaviness by patterns. 
 
The other fascinating case is about a competent author by name Helen Keller who was both 
blind and deaf but despite her inability to see and hear, she had managed to study language 
and be aware of the world at the same means as a person with all five senses.  According to 
Hawkins, these cases make it clear that the neocortex can recognize patterns when they 
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arriving regularly along with a relationship to each other over time and the source of where 
the patterns are arriving is irrelevant [7].   
 
The destiny of the patterns inside the neocortex is discussed more in section 4.2. 
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Chapter 4 
 
 
“The positive thinker sees the invisible, feels the intangible, and achieves the impossible.” 

Benjamin Franklin 

 Intelligent machines 

 

4.1 What is intelligence? 
The definition of intelligence is the capacity for developing thoughts and reasons. It is mental 
abilities, such as the ability to organise, solve problems, think abstractly, imagination, 
dreaming, understanding ideas and languages, prediction and learning. Intelligence is a 
capacity which creates and develop memory by prediction based on it´s learning [7].  

4.2 The role of the memory in intelligence 
A human brain is continuously a target for an enormous amount of spatial and sequential 
patterns. These patterns are constantly changing and fleeting through different divisions of the 
old brain and in the end, they are reaching the Neocortex [7]. 
 
The difference between a computer and the human brain is that a computer tries to compute 
the responses to predicaments and sometimes, regardless how fast it runs and apart from how 
many processors it might contain, it is not able to compute the responses to some complicated 
predicaments, but the brain doesn’t compute the responses to predicaments, it gets back the 
responses from memory passing through different neurons.  This happens because the 
responses are stored in the memory which is in fact represented by the neurons. The complete 
cortex is a memory classification. The memory of an action is not programmed or planned in 
the neurons, it is in fact added to the neurons by the result of a learning process by 
monotonous preparation. Another aspect of the brain memory is that it associates routinely 
which is why the term of auto-associative memory is used. The characteristic of auto-
associativeness make it possible for the memory to bring total patterns to mind, regardless if 
the patterns are spatial or temporal, even if there are large lack of information about the 
patterns. All the time the memory is capable to be stimulated by a very small bit, in order to 
remember the entire bits in one piece. The continuous march past of memories make 
“thoughts” [7].  
 
Despite the computers memory which are intended to remember the data precisely as it was 
offered to them from the beginning, the brain memory retain information just to the level of 
value, free of the insignificant details. For this attribute of the brain memory, the term 
invariant representation is utilized which in other words, may be described as the inside 
imagination of the cortex. The invariant representation of brain memory gives stability for 
recognition process by managing variations almost perfectly. Yet how the cortex shapes 
invariant representation, is unknown for scientists.   
According to Hawkins[7],  believes in the neocortex memories are stored in shapes that bring 
the fundamental nature of associations under control by transferring them to invariant shapes 
and filter out the details of the instant. As the storage, evocation and acknowledgement of the 
memories come to mind all as invariant shapes in the brain, this theory makes it clear that the 
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brain memory system differs from computers which have no such model as invariant 
representation. 
   
Another very important role of the memory is that the neocortex brings it into play for 
creation of predictions by the linking of invariant representations and recent information. This 
means that to forecast the upcoming with support by memories of the earlier period, it is 
essential to have a memory system which has the qualities as storage in series, auto-
associative remindness and invariant representation [7]. 
 
The use of the collected memory with many learned activities, instead of getting to the bottom 
of various mathematical equations, saves a lot of time and the fact that the procedure of 
building predictions, which concerns to be the fundamental nature of intelligence, requires a 
powerful memory system give good reasons for the important role of the memory in 
intelligence [7]. 
 

4.3 To develop intelligent machines 
 
In decenniums scientists have searched to fine a way for creating intelligent machines but the 
way has not been easy. Among the most famous lines of approaching a solution for finding 
the secret of intelligence, the following research areas are mentioned: 
 
• Artificial Intelligence (AI) 
• Neural Network 
• Fuzzy Logic(FL) 
• The Fifth Generation Computer Systems Project 
• HTM 
 
 Artificial Intelligence is about programmable computers which generate intelligent actions. 
But these computers have to be perfectly programmed and unlike a human brain they do not 
perform self-learning procedure. The Neural Network on the other hand is insecurely based 
on human nervous system architecture and it is about learning how connections between a 
group of neurons can lead to different actions [7]. According to Hawkins [7] the only thing 
that the Neural Network and a real brain have in common is that they both are made with 
neurons. 
 
Fuzzy Logic is a theory pioneered by Professor Lotfi Zadeh. This theory is about imitating 
human control logic by making use of an inexact but expressive language to translate and 
communicate with incoming information. It tries to make judgements like a human but much 
faster. The general concept of Fuzzy Logoc is that it presents an easy method to give an exact 
conclusion even if the entering data are inexact or there is lack of information. Fuzzy Logic is 
mostly useful for control system applications [9]. 
 
During a decade between 1982 and1992 the Japanese worked on a mission called the Fifth 
Generation Computer Systems project (FGCS). The aim of this project was to make a new 
style of computer which was able to execute a very high speed of computation by operation of 
large-scale parallel processing technology. The fifth generation computer supposed to act as a 
supercomputer and at the same time being full of supportive abilities similar to Artificial 
Intelligence which in another word is a very intelligent VLSI system [10, 11]. 
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In 1993 the FGCS project came to an end without realization of its great ambitions. Today, 
the material and creation of that research project are significant both historically and 
academically[12]. Japan continues with a new project called the Sixth Generation project 
based on biology, neural networks, visual associations and VLSI [13].  
 
 Since there were no theories in how the real brain manifests intelligence in a way that make it 
possible to create truly intelligent machines, an electrical engineer and entrepreneur in Silicon 
Valley called Jeffrey Hawkins, developed a new theory of how the brain works. His theory 
led to the birth of a new technology called HTM which will be discussed in more details in the 
next chapter. 
 
The fact that the HTM system is able to manage both temporal and spatial data and that the 
trained HTM system predicts information, make it very significant. According to Hawkins, 
the other research areas than HTM, might show the way to helpful and valuable products but 
they will not make truly intelligent machines because they overlook in how the human brain 
works. Hawkins says that a superior way to understand the brain is via memory-prediction 
model but he wants to build an intelligent machine but not a copy of the entire human brain. 
He considers the brain as a pattern machine and he says that there is no need to any of the five 
human senses or combination of them to be intelligent, since there are examples like persons 
who are deaf and blind yet are able to learn languages and become skilful writers. Since the 
neocortex is the main part of the brain related to the intelligence and thalamus is the part 
responsible for connecting the synapses, his theory model is based on only these parts. In the 
next chapter there is more explanation about the HTM technology. 
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Chapter 5 

 
"I never perfected an invention that I did not think about in terms of the service it might give 
others ... I find out what the world needs, then I proceed to invent.” 

Thomas Edison 
 

The HTM technology 

5.1 What is HTM?  
 The new revolutionary technology, HTM, which stands for Hierarchical Temporal Memory 
is a new perspective of intelligence. HTM is being developed by Numenta Inc. into a broad 
function platform to solve problems in pattern recognition and engine learning. HTM 
constructs a hierarchical illustration of the world in view of time and space. 
Different parts of the HTM technology [14] are as the following:  

• NuPIC, which stands for Numenta Platform for Intelligent Computing, is the software 
platform and consists of NRE and Numenta tools. 

• Algorithm and Tools Source: source codes for the learning algorithms and a set of 
software documentations and applications which is necessary for running HTM 
networks.  

 
HTM is formed as addition of Bayesian network with belief circulation.Bayesian networks 
apply probability theory to formulate predictions.  
 
Hierarchical part: 
HTM creates as a chain of connection of recall nodes, a network which is hierarchical, where 
all nodes execute equivalent algorithm which make the nodes discover a general spatial 
model, as well as comprehensive series of spatial models. Consequently every node in the 
system will be able to be taught and to be memorized. The algorithm applies the time to 
structure collection of illustrations through a general cause. The nodes collective architecture 
is directed bottom to top [15]. 
The nodes in the bottom stage of the hierarchy accept huge quantity of input signals to 
practise and then send them up to the nodes in the next stage. This technique makes the HTM 
system summarize the incoming data as it is propagated through the hierarchy [14].   
The established illustration is positioned at top of the hierarchy [15].  
The forecasted spatial models exceed down below and shift illustrations at foundation level of 
hierarchy [15].  
 
 
Temporal part: 
The temporal characteristic of HTM means that throughout the observation period of the node 
of an item, the item has to be modified in excess of time. This part is necessary because the 
algorithm requires input signals which vary progressively over time [14].  
 
Memory part: 
HTM is a memory scheme because it operates in two phases which can be considered as 
learning memory and using memory [14].  
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For the period of the first phase, the learning memory, the HTM complex is prepared to 
identify illustrations in the in-signal it obtains. Every stage in the hierarchy is practised 
independently. When the entire HTM system is educated, each stage in the hierarchy 
remembers all the bits and pieces in its world [14].  
For the interval of the second phase, as soon as HTM system obtains new items, the using 
memory can find out the probability that if an item is one of the previously identified items 
[14].     

5.2 The performance of HTM 
HTM system does not perform different algorithms for different information. Instead the 
system studies how to explain it. This property is exactly the same as for Neocortex as it also 
uses a single algorithm to treat different incoming data [8].  
 
A HTM system executes four fundamental tasks for each case. The primary and second tasks 
are obligatory, and the third and forth tasks are optional [8]:  
 
Initial action: Learn the causes in the world (Discovering) 
Second action: Conclude causes of new input (Inference) 
Third action: Create forecasts 
Final action: Using predictions to direct actions 

5.2.1 Learn the causes in the world (Discovering) 
 
The world is like a huge room containing items and their connections. Items in the room can 
be physical such as flowers, books and people or non physical such as ideas, fantasies and 
information. But no matter what type of item there is in the room outside of the HTM, the fact 
is that it exists and has visual or acoustic behaviour over the time. For the HTM system the 
significant value of such item is exactly its continuation over time. The items in the world 
outer surface of HTM are called “causes” and act as stimulus signals. At every instant of time, 
a dynamic chain of command of causes in the world exists. A particular HTM system may be 
classified to awareness of a division of the world so that when it refers to a “world” of an 
HTM it signifies the limited fraction to which an HTM is presented [8]. 
  
Between an HTM and its world there are always one or several senses. The senses test some 
characteristic of the world and then they show a collection of information to the HTM. Each 
component in the collection is a dimension of some miniature aspect of the world [8]. 
 
 

 
Figure 5.1 [16] A world of causes get in touch with the HTM through sensor level.  
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The sensory information requires having two important qualities; the premier important 
quality is that the sensory records have to compute something that is related to the causes in 
the world which is highly relevant for the particular HTM. It means that if an HTM is 
supposed to learn about earthquake, it needs to sense something linked to the earthquake. The 
second important quality, which is essential for HTM’s ability to learn, is that the sensory 
information is obliged to vary and move constantly in the course of the time, despite the fact 
that the original causes stay comparatively established [8].  
 
The spatio-temporal illustration calculated by the senses, reaches the HTM which at the 
beginning has no clue about the causes in the world. In the moment that the HTM perceives 
the design of the causes for the first time, as they are symbolized by numbers in a vector, the 
creation of HTM will be a position of prospects for each of the discovered causes. The 
instantaneously allocation of potential causes represents a “belief”. The quantity of the created 
prospects is equal to the quantity of the learned causes. The values of the prospects are the 
beliefs of HTM since it believes that they happen in its world at that moment [8].  
 

 
Figure 5.2 [16] The image provides an idea about how the nodes notice causes of their in-
signals, exceed the beliefs up and pass the forecasts down.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
At the beginning an HTM learns about the small and simple causes in its world and 
eventually, when it is trained with sensory numbers as much as necessary, it can be developed 
to the higher level and become presented to more complicated causes. In that way HTM gains 
knowledge of a hierarchy of causes. The extension of learning’s period following to the 
preliminary learning is due to the utility desires[8].  
 
The discovering ability of causes is a very valuable process. In human brain it is crucial for 
perception, imagination and intelligence and in HTM it is an important forerunner for the next 
step of HTM performance, which is the inference[8].  
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The ambition of the developers is that by enough training and suitable designs make it 
achievable to construct HTMs with the intention of discovering causes incapable for humans 
to discover[8].  
 
      

 
 
Figure 5.2  [16] A simple HTM network in a three level hierarchy, a node is shown as a 
square (64 nodes in level 1, 16 nodes in level 2 and 1 nod in level 3 which is the top level )  
 
The valuable region from where a node takes delivery of insignals is named the receptive 
field. In the variety of hierarchical planning, shown in Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3, the receptive 
field of a node becomes wider as it goes to upper levels within the hierarchy.  
 

 
Figure 5.3 [17] An example of how the receptive field increases in upper level nodes. The 
top-level node imagines a “cat” cause here.  

Level 1 

Level 2 

Level 3 
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5.2.2 Conclude causes of new information (Inference) 
 
“Inference” is the capability of identifying an illustration. As new sensory information enters 
a trained HTM, the HTM will conclude what recognized causes are possible to be there in the 
world at the instant. A circulation of beliefs from corner to corner of all the learned causes 
shows the way to the outcome. The precision of the outcome depends on the clearness level of 
the sensory input [8].  
 
HTM- based techniques can respond various inference challenges which are complicated for 
humans to achieve [8].  
 

 5.2.3 Create forecasts 
 
HTM is able to guess the upcoming of new procedures depending on its creativeness and 
preparation. The researchers in HTM call the behaviour of the presuming a “prior 
probability”. The prior probability is a predetermined conclusion of the expecting causes 
which means that the HTM foretells what causes is probable to take place next.  This action of 
HTM assists it to be aware if some information is incorrect or absent. This act of HTM is 
similar to human ability to thinking, dreaming and visualizing which attains by following a 
chain of forecasts.  Creation of an upcoming in its world is a very important and helpful 
course of action, especially for its final ability which is directing actions (see 5.2.4) [8].  
 

5.2.4 Lead to actions via forecasts 
The causes and their activities over time which are learned by an HTM represent a model of 
the world for the HTM. To understand how the HTM direct actions, presume that the HTM is 
working together with a system that relates to its world. This system is able to create some 
actions and have influence on the objects in the world of the HTM which may guide the HTM 
to discover how to produce complex goal-oriented actions [8].  In the figure 5.4 a system is 
shown in which the causes and their actions, which are produced independent of HTM by a 
device as creator of behaviours which is here named “Action Generator” in this Master thesis, 
are reaching the HTM.  
 

 
Figure 5.4 A system with an HTM and “Action Generator”, where the world of HTM is 
formed by the illustrations of the causes and actions created by “Action Generator”  
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When the causes and their actions reach the HTM, it learns to symbolize these included 
causes and actions created by “Action Generator”. For the HTM, the system which it is 
working together with, is one more thing in the world so it structure illustrations of the 
systems actions and also it learns to forecast its accomplishments. After the learning process, 
the HTM illustrations of the included actions and the mechanisms in “Action Generator”, 
which produced the actions of causes at first, are matched in the course of an associative 
memory [8]. In short terms, the production process of an action influenced by HTM can be 
described as a feedback process. 
 

 
Figure 5.5 This figure shows simply a feedback process. The illustrations of actions inside 
the HTM are paired with the mechanisms inside the “Action Generator”, leading to the 
influence of HTM to direct action.  
Finally when the HTM calls upon the inside illustration of an action, it can result in that the 
action takes place. In case that HTM looks forward to an action, it is capable of creation of the 
action in advance. The HTM is also capable to create new complex goal-oriented actions by 
connecting sequences of previous experienced actions. This process is the same as when the 
HTM make a sequence of forecasts and then visualizes the upcoming cause but now as a 
replacement for visualizing the upcoming, the HTM put together the integrated actions which 
assist them really take place [8].  
The manners of many dissimilar types of systems can be directed by HTM [8].  
  
 

5.3 HTM Learning Algorithms 
 
The learning algorithms inside a node on its own and its connection with all other nodes in a 
hierarchy create outcomes of a system level. All HTM nodes use the same learning and 
inference algorithms. The mathematics method is Bayesian Belief Propagation which all 
nodes make use of to achieve the best possible recognition act when a new cause is appeared 
in the world of HTM [17].  
  
To describe the learning algorithms behind the HTM technology Dileep George and Bobby 
Jaros [17] has used the vision challenge as an expressive example. In this section the 
explanation of learning algorithms inside a node and then nodes in hierarchy has been 
followed by their example and the majority of figures and all facts come from them.  
 
HTM and the vision challenge 
Since vision has one of the most important sensory functions for understanding the world and 
approximately thirty percent of the Neocortex in humans is linked to vision connected 
regions, understanding the vision problem has been one of the major challenges. Many 
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previous researchers have paid no attention to the role of time in vision and considered it as 
motionless images. But HTM researchers believe that the temporal part of vision is very 
important because the learning process happens with constantly changing information due to 
the time. Also an other important feature of human vision is its uncontrolled character [17].  
 
Learning problems where marques existing for every bit of the training samples are described 
as supervised learning problems. Visual pattern recognition problems are usually seen as 
supervised learning problems but in fact it is unsupervised since there is the option of learning 
to recognize invariant visual pattern without having marques for all objects in the world. To 
clarify this, think about a moving doll towards a baby, every move of this doll gives a 
different representation of the doll reflecting on the baby’s retina. Yet the baby recognizes 
that she is watching the same doll even if she is not competent to have the knowledge that call 
it for a “doll”. This example shows the unsupervised characteristic of the vision by showing 
that the baby learned in an uncontrolled way that the different illustrations of the moving doll 
were in fact resulted by the unchanged doll. The learning is performed because of time 
continuous representations of the doll to the baby. Creation of different pattern of the doll on 
the baby’s retina becomes possible by the relative movement between the baby and the doll, 
because motion in material world meet the terms of place and inertial laws of physics. Even if 
the doll motion shall make the doll turn and show dissimilar outlook from different angles, the 
fact that all patterns happens close in time, gives the baby a clue that all patterns are 
representing the same thing.  As a consequence, time is able to act as the director to advise 
which illustrations are in the right place together and which illustrations do not belong to the 
same thing. In another expression, the time is used for learning and distinguishing of the 
invariant representations for dissimilar objects in an unsupervised environment. The learning 
of invariant representations of one object, makes it easier to learn a new object which shows 
the hierarchical nature of the learning process. Therefore to construct a system for invariant 
visual pattern recognition, apart from temporal data, the presentation of the learning in a 
hierarchical way is also essential. Accordingly, HTMs make use of the time link of changes to 
learn illustrations that are invariant to changes [17].  Below it will be shown what algorithms 
are used and how they work inside a visual HTM system which may be a representative for 
the mechanisms of general HTMs.  
 

5.3.1 The learning algorithm inside a node 
 
All HTM systems apply two separate phases which are training phase and inference phase. 
The training phase is when the HTM system is presented to movies (like the example with the 
baby and moving doll above) and also the nodes inside the HTM make representations of the 
world with the help of the learning algorithms. A node has too two different function phases 
which are learning and inference but the explanation why the term learning has replaced the 
term training here is that several nodes in general are in inference phase at the same time as 
other branches of HTM system are still in training phase [17]. 
 
The signal into a node is of the form of a temporal sequence of patterns independent on where 
the node is located in the hierarchy [17].  
 
A node applies two different pooling methods to structure and learn its invariant 
representations. The earliest pooling method, which is called spatial pooling, groups patterns 
by following their pixel-wise likeness. Spatial pooling is actually quantization method which 
generates a limited quantity of quantization centers from a probable unlimited quantity of 
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patterns that enter to the node and go directly as inputs to the spatial pooler. The quantization 
centers are memorized by spatial pooler. After learning, these quantization centers (marked as 
c1…cNc in Figure 5.6), the inference phase is performed and they become the output of spatial 
pooler and input to the next pooling technique inside the node which is called temporal 
pooling. Temporal pooler, groups the patterns due to their closeness of time. This means that 
the temporal pooling makes it possible that two patterns which are pursuing each other 
frequently will be placed in the same group even if these two patterns are extremely 
mismatched, pixel-wisely. Despite the potential of the temporal pooler to learn a larger group 
of invariances than spatial pooler, it is not capable to take care of an unlimited quantity of 
points. This is why the spatial pooler needs to be the first in the process order to make the 
limitation of the numbers of in-signals. Both spatial pooling and temporal pooling, experience 
learning procedure first and then their behaviour change to the interference part.  The outputs 
of the temporal pooler are the outputs of the node (marked as g1..gNg in Figure 5.6) [17].    

 
Figure 5.6 The pooling process inside an HTM node. c symbolizes quantization center, Nc 
represents maximum amount of the quantization centers, g stands for group and Ng 
characterizes maximum number of the groups [17].  
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Figure 5.7 [17] Diverse learning process phases of a node: (A) an unlearned node, (B) the 
Spatial Pooler has obtained in-signals and has shaped two quantization centers which are 
patterns of length six, (C) the learning phase of spatial pooling is completed and  limited 
numbers of quantization centers here are Nc=5 and these five centers are going in to the 
Temporal pooler which begins with learning the time neighbouring matrix marked as 
[c1,c3,c4] and [c2,c5], (D) an entirely learned node where temporal pooler contain Ng=2 
temporal groups.  
 

5.3.1.1 Learning phase inside the Spatial Pooler 
To learn a quantization of input patterns, the spatial pooler uses an easy algorithm which has 
an Euclidean distance D as threshold, that matches to the lowest space between a pattern and 
the already learned quantization centers (See Figure 5.8). The spatial pooler saves then a 
limited amount of its entering patterns as quantization centers which are vectors of length 
corresponding to the length of entering patterns. The size of the parameter D must be 
sufficient to react to the variations in entering patterns that are resulted via noise, because if D 
is too short, the amount of quantization centers will become too large. In case that it is clear 
that there is no noise, the parameter D can be set to zero.  On the other hand, if there are noise, 
D must not be too big. Otherwise there would be a risk of alliance of dissimilar patterns [17]. 
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Figure 5.8 The algorithm inside the spatial pooler which controls if a quantization center 
within Euclidean distance D for each input pattern exists. 
 
By the start of learning the new patterns which are presented to the HTM system’s node, the 
storage of new quantization centers in the node happens fast, but by the time passing, the 
amount of new quantization centers within D reduces and the storage will slow down and 
finally brings to an end (see the diagram in Figure 5.9) [17]. 
 

 
Figure 5.9 [17] The diagram shows the quantity of quantization centers added in a base stage 
node as a function of the amount of iterations of presentation of patterns to the HTM system. 

5.3.1.2 Inference phase inside the Spatial Pooler 
The inference phase in the spatial pooler begins when the learning of quantization centers is in 
progress or completed. In the inference phase the spatial pooler generates out-signals for all 
incoming patterns. An out-signal caused by the spatial pooler is a vector of length Nc (see 
Figure 5.7) and the ith location in the vector is equal to ci  which means the ith quantization 
center added in Spatial Pooler of the node. The spatial pooler uses typically a probability 
distribution on the space of quantization centers to produce the out-signal. The distribution is 
like a suggestion of the scale of equivalent which means a suggestion of how much the 
entering pattern corresponds to the gathered quantization centers [17]. 
To determine the scale of equivalence between an in-signal and the quantization center first 
we need to decide the Euclidean distance between the in-signal and the quantization centers. 
Suppose di is the distance between the insignal and the ith quantization center. As the scale of 
di is related to the correspondence, a very big scale of di shows that the correspondence 
between the in-signal and the quantization center is very little.  Since a Gaussian theory is 
practical it can preliminary be used for the calculation of the probability that a pattern 
corresponds to a quantization center. Consequently, if this kind of probability acts as a 
Gaussian function of the Euclidean distance the algorithm for it will be  e- di^2/σ^2  , where the 
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factor σ is a value of noise expectations. So e- di^2/σ^2 obviously gives the result of the 
probability that an entering pattern matches the quantization center i. In other words the scale 
of correspondence has been guessed by using this function [17]. 
 

Scale of correspondence = e- di^2/σ^2 

5.3.1.3 Learning phase inside the Temporal Pooler  
As soon as the temporal pooler gets in-signals in form of quantization centers from spatial 
pooler it starts to learn their temporal changes. As these in-signals are in fact the outputs of 
spatial pooler and as it is described previously an in-signal will be a vector of length Nc and 
also a probability distribution above space of quantization centers. Suppose that y(t) 
represents the in-signal at the time t and c(t) represents the index of the highest y(t), which 
means that c(t) is the index of quantization center which is mainly dynamic at time t and c(t-1) 
represents the index of the quantization center which was mainly dynamic at time t-1 [17]. 
 

c(t) = arg max y(t) 
c(t-1) = arg max y(t-1) 

 
The temporal pooler watches and studies the c(t)s, as they suggest themselves during time. 
This method helps the temporal pooler to learn the patterns of temporal changes of the 
quantization centers. There are of course other methods to learn temporal changes but here we 
focus on only one general method. The temporal pooler learns a first-order time adjacency 
matrix between quantization centers by watching successive c(t)s. To do this, the temporal 
pooler begins first to build a matrix with Nc rows and Nc columns to all zero significances. 
The rows match to c(t-1)s and the columns are equivalent to c(t)s. This time-adjacency matrix 
is symbolized by T. By the moment in time t, the node renews the time-adjacency matrix by 
increasing T(c(t-1),c(t)) [17]. 
 

The time adjacency matrix = T(c(t-1),c(t)) 
 
 
 
On a regular basis, throughout the whole learning development, the temporal pooler 
normalizes T along its rows to achieve the Tnorm matrix which is an exact first order transition 
matrix. If ci was specified as detected at point in time t-1, the (i,j)th identity of Tnorm , presents 
the probability of detecting cj at moment in time t. The learning development finishes after the 
Tnorm matrix has well enough become constant [17]. 
 

5.3.1.4 The structuring of temporal sets inside the Temporal Pooler 
As soon as the time-adjacency matrix is completed it is necessary to divide it in sets and this 
dividing method happens no more than one occasion. The aim of the division method is to 
divide the collection of quantization centers to temporally consistent subgroups, which leads 
to groups of the quantization centers, that pursue each other in time, which are expected to be 
related to a matching cause in the world [17]. 
Suppose that D1,…,DNg are an example of division structured subsets of the quantization 
centers c1,…,cNc and consider ti to be a value of the average temporal correspondence of the 
quantization centers inside the group Di. In that case a time-adjacency can determine ti on Di 
by using the following equation [17]: 
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ni denotes the quantity of  components inside the division Di and T(k,m) represents the (k,m)th 
way into the time-adjacency matrix T.  If the spatial patterns inside Di repeatedly suggest 
themselves closely in time, their corresponding values in T would be high which results in a 
high  ti. This can lead to defining an overall aim J [17]: 
 

 
There are many different methods to structure temporal sets from the time-adjacency matrix 
but despite creation of different subsets, the general managing shall lead to the same cause. 
The ideal is to discover the exact group of divisions {Di}*i=1... n which optimizes J. But 
because of the great quantity of Di, it is not the logical way to find a good solution by a full 
exploration. 
Inexact methods on contrary are more practical to calculate however they can result in a 
limited optima much smaller than the total optima, but as the HTM structural design in 
general is strong to combine the best possible of subgroups, the inexact methods give good 
results in the entire HTM system. One rapid and uncomplicated approximate method for 
forming temporal groups is that the combination algorithm reiterate a special procedure until 
all quantization centers are in the right place in a set. The special procedure happens 
according to the following four moves(see also Figures 5.10, 5.11 and 5.12 ) [17]: 
Initial action: Discovering the mainly related quantization center which still not belongs to a 
group. This mainly related quantization center has a matching row in T, with largest 
summation [17]. 
 
Second action: Select Ntop most related quantization centers to the chosen quantization center 
in the first step.  Ntop denotes a particular factor which is precised as topNeighbors in the 
algorithms. The temporal pooler takes these Ntop into the recent group. Just those Ntop which 
don’t by now belong to the group will be selected [17]. 
 
Third action: The second action happens again but this time for the lately new members of the 
group. Usually the procedure ends routinely when there is no new Ntop neighbour left. But in 
case the dimension of the group continues to grow, it will be stopped when the group achieves 
a convinced dimension, maxGroupSize. Note that the maxGroupSize can be decided to be 
infinite [17]. 
 
Last action: The temporal pooler collects the consequential group of quantization centers as a 
new group. Then it is time to return to the initial action for the duration of all quantization 
centers have become collected in subgroups [17]. 
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Figure 5.10 Earliest iteration of temporal combination procedure is shown in this illustration 
and the topNeighbours(Ntop)=2 here.  Each square” ” symbolizes a quantization center, the 
point 4 is the mainly connected one. Wider bonds symbolize larger values in the time-
adjacency matrix, T, which means that the possibility of belonging to the same cause is higher 
for the quantization centers with wider bonds between them. For example the connection 
between point 4 and point 8. The possibility of belonging to the same cause, decreases the 
number of points which have smaller connections or no connections at all. For example point 
6 and point 12 have no connection. As the illustration shows, the pooler has discovered the 
two Ntop to 4 which are point 8 and point 10. Then it has collected them in to a group. After 
this the pooler checks the Ntop of point 8 respective 10 but as those are points 4 and 10 
respective point 4 and 8 and they are already in the group the pooler doesn’t continue and 
group 0 is done. For the next iteration the points 4, 8 and 10 will be separated from the plan 
[17].  
 

 
Figure 5.11 Second iteration of temporal combination procedure is shown in this image. The 
most connected square of those which are left over is square 3 which will be chosen as the 
initial point. The two Ntop of square 3 are points 5 and 2, that become selected into the group. 
The Ntops of 5 are square 13 (previously inside the group) and square 6. The top neighbours of 
point 6 are 5 (by now is member of the group) and 13. Ntop of point 13 is no more than 6 
which before now has been chosen into the group. The other Ntop of 3 which is 2 has another 
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Ntop, point 14, which presents the last new top neighbour point 11. Group 1 is now created and 
its members become disconnected from the plan [17]. 
 
 

 
Figure 5.12 The last iteration of temporal combination procedure gives the last group and as 
it is shown in the picture, all squares have at most 2 top neighbours and all belong to the 
group 2 [17]. 

5.3.1.5 Inference phase inside the Temporal Pooler 
After the process of creating different temporal groups is accomplished, the temporal pooler 
begins to generate out-signals. If the amount of temporal sets is Ng, subsequently each out-
signal is a vector of range Ng and also represents a probability distribution over space of the 
created temporal sets. Since the case of noiseless inference is less complicated, the description 
which follows here will agree to this unique case but a description for general cases will be 
find in part 5.3.3 [17]. 
When an in-signal to the node corresponds precisely to the quantization centers, the spatial 
pooler uses the argmax of the in-signal to locate the number of the quantization center that is 
becoming dynamic at this time. Then the temporal pooler discovers the number of the 
temporal group that has the quantization number as component. One of the components in the 
out-signal vector produced by temporal pooler presents a value identical to the location which 
matches the index of the temporal group that the quantization center is part of (See Figure 
5.13). All other components of the out-signal vector turn out to be zeroes [17]. 
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Figure 5.13 [17] The inference procedure of a node, which is totally learned, during three 
instants of time is demonstrated in this figure. The node is receiving an in-signal of the size 
4×4 pixel squares. The spatial pooler has 12 quantization centers each represents a 4×4 pixel 
square. The out-signal of the spatial pooler is a vector of length 12 with an occupied 
component which signifies 1 and the rest of components which are blank are symbols for 
zeroes. The temporal pooler has 4 temporal groups each contains 3 quantization centers. The 
out-signal of the temporal pooler which is also the out-signal of the node is represented of a 
vector of 4 components with one square engaged and three free. The second component of the 
out-signal vector is active which points to the index of g2 which is the group containing the 
quantization centers with indexes 4, 5 and 6 which all are corresponding to the in-signal 
patterns in those three instants of time. 
.   

5.3.2 The communication between nodes inside a hierarchy 
 
All nodes in an HTM system, carry the same learning and inference algorithms. For the 
training of all nodes in HTM system, a level by level scheme is used. The learning phase 
begins for nodes at the base level and when they all are in this level fully learned and the 
inference process inside them begins only at the time the next level nodes can begin the 
learning method. This way of action repeats until all nodes in all levels are completely 
qualified. Like the behaviour inside a single node, the behaviour of the whole network is 
changed to inference manner as soon as learning is all-inclusive. The so called “parent nodes” 
which are upper level nodes, receive their in-signals in form of the out-signals from the so 
called “child nodes” which are lower level nodes (See Figure 5.14 and 5.15).   
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Figure 5.14 [17] This image shows the action of nodes in a hierarchy of two levels. The 
premier level contains two child nodes which are completely learned and are in inference 
phase while the second level which has one parent node has begun the learning stage. The in-
signals which are entering the two child nodes in premier level are parts of an illustration of 
“U” which is in motion to the right side during the point in time t=0 to point in time t=2. Then 
each child node has learned twelve quantization centers in Spatial Pooler followed by four 
temporal groups containing three quantization centers in Temporal Pooler. The out-signal of 
each child node is a vector of length four, which together they give an in-signal to the second 
level in form of a vector of length eight. The in-signal of the second node consists of a one in 
location 2 and in location 8 and zeroes in other locations.  
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Figure 5.15 [17] The same HTM network as in Figure 5.14 receives another entering 
illustration during upcoming time t=10 to t=12. The in-signal to the parent node can be 
considered of as an invariant representation in three different “L” illustrations. The spatial 
pooler in the parent node in the top level which has already learned one quantization center 
during t=1 and t=2, is again in learning stage and learns a new quantization center during t=11 
and t=12. The new learned quantization center adds to the memory.  
 
As it is illustrated in Figure 5.15 the Spatial Pooler in the parent node has saved two different 
vectors. These two vectors point to the system’s potential of selectivity between “U” and “L” 
[17].    
 

5.3.3 Inference in case there are noises involved 
 
In 5.3.1 and 5.3.2, the inference technique occurs in a system, where in-signal patterns of a 
node, are ideal duplications of the learned quantization centers and they are completely 
noiseless. In the real world there are no perfect copies of the entering patterns, which means 
that in-signals are constantly entering in the company of noise. Therefore in broad-spectrum, 
the inference technique of a node needs to deal with noise. The following explains how the 
inference in a noisy case works in HTM world. 
 

5.3.3.1 Inference phase inside the Spatial Pooler while the inputs can contain noise 
For example when the inference phase in the second level node occurs in a noisy situation, the 
out-signal of the first level node is doubtful concerning the groups it is belonging to. This 
doubt takes place because the out-signal length is the same as the quantity of groups in the 
node. For that reason, the out-signal becomes a probability distribution over the groups. The 
following equation is used for inference in general, where ci stands for ith quantization center, 
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mk
i  symbolizes the nonzero place of the spatial pattern, Nc represents the amount of lower 

level nodes (child nodes) of this node (parent node), γ is a proportionality constant and P(ci) 
shows the probability that the ith quantization center is dynamic. [17]  
 

 
Observed that: 

 
When P(ci) is calculated for all i and then the vector is normalized, the result is the probability 
distribution over the space of quantization centers [17].  
 

5.3.3.2 Inference phase inside the Temporal Pooler while the inputs can contain 
noise 
At this time the node will figure out its outsignal via the probability distribution which has 
been considered as above. The difficulty here is that there is not just the index of the active 
group of the existing quantization center which should be considered, as it was the case in 
noiseless situations, but also probability distribution over each of the quantization centers.  
The probability of a unique dynamic group is decided by choosing the probability of the 
spatial pattern with the maximum probability between all the spatial patterns inside that 
group. This procedure happens for each group and results in a distribution over the space 
groups which represents the out-signal of the node [17]. 
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Chapter 6 
 
                       
"All my life through, the new sights of Nature made me rejoice like a child. It was like a new 
world opened to me, which I was at last permitted to know in all liberty."  

Marie Curie 
 

Evaluation of advanced HTM by operation with NuPIC  
 
To evaluate an advanced HTM in this report, the picture recognition example from Numenta 
is chosen. Licence from Numenta Inc. and Installation of all required programs from Numenta 
Inc. were needed for studying the relevant codes and use of the software. 
 

6.1 Evaluation with the Picture Demonstration Program 
First the Picture Demonstration Program was downloaded from Numentas homepage [18]. 
For this program it was not needed to download the Numenta Platform for Intelligent 
Computing (Nupic). There is a software as an interface between user and the HTM picture 
recognition network. This HTM network is already trained with 48 different image categories. 
Each category learned to the system through several inputs of lines in different shapes 
(roughly by 20 symbols per category). 
According to the relevant document in Numenta homepage[18], as the Numenta algorithms 
need a temporal part to perform the training, all illustrations have to be exposed to the NuPIC 
HTM moving from corner to corner of the monitor. The exact training illustrations will not be 
saved to work as example and not either is any pattern matching prepared. As an alternative 
the program has constructed a world of hierarchical form by maintaining the pathways of the 
inferred features of familiar picture qualities at every level of a four step hierarchy [18].  
 
 In order to examine some of the usefulness of HTM, this software has been tested as the part 
of this thesis. The software provides a window that you can either choose one of the existing 
categories and add some noisy points to them if you like or draw your own picture. After 
entering the input picture, the HTM network starts the testing phase to categorise the image. 
According to the drawn image the HTM offers top five similar recognized results with 
different probabilities and finally the most probable one will be chosen as the final result. 
  
The block diagrams illustrate the results which are approximately a sign of the level of the 
HTMs assurance in relation to its guesses. They take place because of the complex 
computation of the display and the complex Numenta algorithms implanted in NuPIC. Yet 
they are not demonstrating a normalized distribution of probability and their altitude does not 
suggest any number. The main role of them is presentation of the relative confidence in the 
suppositions of HTM. When the altitude of  the bars are exceptionally similar the HTM is not 
relatively confident and it is a sign that it is confused and it hesitates but when the altitude of 
the bars are more dissimilar, the HTM is more convinced and has no doubt [18]. 
 
 The final result “inference” was accurate enough to convince that the system was somehow 
intelligent. An example of how the resultreport looks like after the running of the 
programming codes written by Numenta.Inc for Pictures network is included in Appendix A. 
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The source codes are not included because the use of them needs a particular licens from 
Numenta Inc. for each particular user.   
 
Successful examples:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 
 
Figure 6.1 Recognition of a noisy image of a lamp by HTM-Picture Demonstration 
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Figure 6.2 Recognition of an indistinct image of the alphabet “Q” by HTM-Picture 
Demonstration 

 
 
Figure 6.3 Recognition of an unclear image of the alphabet “S” by HTM-Picture 
Demonstration 
 
 
Unsuccessful examples are possibly because of the lack of training in Pictures 
Demonstration Program:  
 
The examples below shows how the system failed in some cases and the reasons of the 
failure, according to the relevant document in Numenta homepage[18], may be that the 
program was not trained on upside down images, or rotations and twists, beyond an easy right 
to left turn over or any curved lines. The HTM system of Pictures here was just trained for 
straight shapes.  
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Figure 6.4 False recognition of a left rotated image of a lamp by HTM-Picture Demonstration 
 
 
 

 
 
Figure 6.5 False final recognition of a blurred image of the alphabet “N” 
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6.2 Evaluation with the Numenta Pictures Demo- Advanced 
The above examples were made by using the Numenta Pictures Demonstration Program 
which is exactly the same as Numenta Pictures Demo with the Basic skin. To test if the 
program was able to learn new causes, Numenta Pictures Demo- Advanced was used which 
presents the same functionality as the HTM with the Basic skin but it also makes it possible to 
train new categories which don’t exist at the beginning. In order to train the network, the 
HTM is fed by different shapes of a specific category. The training data is chosen.    
 
 The network got trained with new categories and the training part was successful. Following 
figures illustrate some examples of the new categories trained by using the Numenta Pictures 
Demo-Advanced and also some examples of experimentation with the old categories.  

 
Figure 6.6 The HTM has been tested with a clear drawn image of the new category 
“Roxanne” 

 
Figure 6.7 The HTM has been tested with a noisy drawn image of “Roxane” 
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Figure 6.8  The HTM has been tested with the new learned category “Roxy-Cartoon”  
 
 
 
 

 
 
Figure 6.9 The HTM has been tested with the new learned category “Rox-Flower” 
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Figure 6.10 The HTM has been experienced with unstructured noises Rox-Flower 
 
 

 
 
 
Figure 6.11 The HTM has been experienced with a wineglass with structured noises, random 
lines and a dot 
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Figure 6.12 The HTM has been experienced with a new strangely shape of “Q”  
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Chapter 7  
 
 
"In questions of science, the authority of a thousand is not worth the humble reasoning of a 
single individual."  

Galileo Galilei 

Results 
The examples in chapter 6 showed how an image identification, “inference” mission, can 
happen with a NuPIC HTM platform.  
The figures 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3 shows that in the similar shape as its origin category shape, but 
with some noises, distorted or missing data, the HTM system could recognize the causes 
correctly.  
In the figure 6.1 the size of the lamp was changed and the whole image was noisy but despite 
the modification, the HTM still believed that it was a lamp even if it was not completely sure 
as the blue level of the probability rectangle is very short.  
 
The figure 6.2 shows that the size of “Q” was bigger and dissimilar and some parts were 
missing but the HTM belief was still correctly. The similar outcome came to pass when the 
HTM was tested with manipulated “S” as it is demonstrated in the figure 6.3, even if the other 
guess of the HTM was very close to fool it.  
 
When the program was tested by a lamp in left rotated shape (see Figure 6.4) it could not be 
identified as the lamp. The HTM was very confused. It also failed to recognize the blurry 
image of the alphabet “N” (see Figure 6.5) and “N” was positioned as third guess. 
 
In the second part of evaluation procedure the fascinating element was if the HTM was able to 
learn the new categories. The result of the training and the recognition of new categories with 
Numenta Pictures Demo-Advanced were in fact very successful.   
 
A heart shaped category named “Roxanne”, a smile named “Rox-cartoon” and a flower 
named “Rox-Flower” are some examples of the new trained categories which are represented 
in the Figures 6.6, 6.7, 6.8, 6.9 and 6.10.  
 
Figures 6.7 and 6.10 show that the HTM was successful to recognize the correct causes 
despite the unstructured noises but in Figure 6.11 it failed to infer the right answer because of 
the structured noises. The figure 6.11 shows the test when five disconnected images were 
represented and the most important image was the “wineglass” which was the goal of 
identification test. The amount of structured images caused misunderstanding for the HTM as 
it tries to see the picture in one piece. The confusion of the HTM exposed in the figure 6.11, 
can be studied by its beliefs in the bar diagram. This example shows the weakness of the 
NuPIC HTM. Instead of concentrating on the important piece of the image and not taking the 
inappropriate pieces into account, the HTM focuses to entire image which leads to its 
confusion and hesitation to choose the correct answer.     
 
In figure 6.12 the HTM program has been tested with a completely new strange cause which 
has been certainly not observed before. As it is the first time HTM experience it, it does not 
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create a new answer but it notifies which categories it believes that the new experience is 
closest and finally it gives the “Q” as the closest alternative it believes although the image 
was mystifying. 
 
 
The examples in the previous chapter are not sufficient to justify the success of the 
functionality of the HTM network. A more detailed test results with more testing input 
sequences are obtained by running the code developed by Numenta Inc. The result report of a 
running is included as example in Appendix A.   
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Chapter 8 
 
 
 “There are some huge powers hidden inside the human when released they lead to almost all 
impossible turn into possible” 
                         Atila Alvandpour 

Conclusions 
The evaluation part in this master thesis provided a sensation of the strong points and 
limitations of the NuPIC HTM platform at the moment. Since to understand how vision work 
is a very hard dilemma and one of the most important properties for learning, it is a positive 
indication that the NuPIC HTM in the evaluation part showed that it was able to pass most of 
the recognition tests and also learn new causes fast which in fact indicates that the HTM in the 
Pictures program is somehow intelligent.  
 
Hawkins believes that based on HTM, the building of intelligent machines can finally become 
possible but at the moment HTM focuses only on modelling the cortex, which according to 
some critics this will not be sufficient for a HTM-based system to be provided with sensations 
of reward and motivation to act for getting those sensations.  
 
The question if the HTM is really capable to become truly intelligent when it is sufficiently 
developed, is still very hard to answer but its uniqueness with reference to the time 
involvement, provides optimism to achieve a positive answer to this question in the future. 
As a closing stage, a short reflection points of the strengths and the weak aspects of the 
evaluated NuPIC HTM is presented below. 
 

8.1 A summary of the strengths and the limitations of the evaluated NuPIC 
HTM   
• One of the HTM strength is its capability to recognize the trained causes in other shapes, 
different from their original shape. Even if the HTM experience of an entering cause is 
dissimilar than when it noticed the cause for the first time, HTM is still able to present a very 
close answer to what cause it thinks that identify the entering cause. 
• Another strength that HTM has presented in this study is that the HTM is fast learned 
when it comes to new structured images. 
• That HTM stayed on focus despite the unstructured noises illustrates also that HTM has 
potential. 
• The limitation of NuPIC HTM was shown when it lost its focus as it was affected by 
structured elements of disturbance.   
• The evaluated NuPIC HTM was still limited to train multidimensional, multicoloured or 
moving causes.  
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Appendix A 
 
In this appendix the results report after the running of the programming code written 
by Numenta Inc. for Pictures network, is represented which shows also the percentage 
of the successful recognition of test inputs.  
 
[roxhe426@linix1 pictures]$ python RunOnce.py 
[2007/11/17 12:16:07] WARN OptionsManager::init -- creating temp directory 
/tmp/ 
nta.roxhe426 
[2007/11/17 12:16:07] WARN OptionsManager::init -- creating logdir 
directory /tm 
p/nta.roxhe426log 
Unpacking picture set 'clean': cd data.d; tar zxf data.clean.tgz; cd .. 
Unpacking picture set 'distorted': cd data.d; tar zxf data.distorted.tgz; 
cd .. 
Unpacking picture set 'clean-picdemo': cd data.d; tar zxf data.clean-
picdemo.tgz 
; cd .. 
Picture data sets are unpacked. 
  
+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+= 
Step 1. Create untrained network: 
+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+= 
outputElementCount: [None, 100, 1000, 10000, 61] 
spatialPoolerAlgorithm:    [None, 'gaussian', 'dot', 'dot', 'product'] 
temporalPoolerAlgorithm:   [None, 'maxProp', 'maxProp', 'maxProp', None] 
mapperAlgorithm:    [None, None, None, None, 'maxProp'] 
transitionMemory:   [None, 6, 12, 24, None] 
topNeighbors:       [None, 3, 2, 2, None] 
maxGroupSize:       [None, 32, 32, 32, None] 
symmetricTime:      [None, True, True, True, None] 
cloning:            [None, True, True, False, None] 
pruneThreshold:     [None, 0, 0, 0, None] 
maxDistance:        0.0 
sigma:              1.08 
Untrained network created: 'pic.alpha.untrained.xml' 
  
+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+= 
Step 2. Train network on Alpha categories: 
+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+= 
Created data root: '/edu/roxhe426/nta/nupic-1.2-
linux32/share/projects/pictures/ 
picdata' 
Using data root: /edu/roxhe426/nta/nupic-1.2-
linux32/share/projects/pictures/picdata 
mapCategories: renamed pic.alpha.category.txt to pic.alpha.catnames.txt 
Setting enabled image pixels: 4 x 4 
Begin training level 1 with 100 images: 
Enabling the following nodes: ['sensor', 'level1\\[0,0\\]'] 
Processing   640 iterations of    0th image...    87 coincidences. 
Processing  1404 iterations of    1st image...    87 coincidences. 
Processing  1404 iterations of    2nd image...    93 coincidences. 
Processing   828 iterations of    3rd image...    95 coincidences. 
Processing   828 iterations of    4th image...   103 coincidences. 
Processing   648 iterations of    5th image...   103 coincidences. 
Processing   648 iterations of    6th image...   103 coincidences. 
Processing  1248 iterations of    7th image...   103 coincidences. 
Processing  1248 iterations of    8th image...   103 coincidences. 
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Processing   836 iterations of    9th image...   103 coincidences. 
Processing   836 iterations of   10th image...   103 coincidences. 
Processing  1000 iterations of   11th image...   103 coincidences. 
Processing  1000 iterations of   12th image...   103 coincidences. 
Processing  1612 iterations of   13th image...   103 coincidences. 
Processing  1612 iterations of   14th image...   103 coincidences. 
Processing  1150 iterations of   15th image...   103 coincidences. 
Processing  1150 iterations of   16th image...   103 coincidences. 
Processing  1144 iterations of   17th image...   103 coincidences. 
Processing  1144 iterations of   18th image...   103 coincidences. 
Processing   640 iterations of   19th image...   108 coincidences. 
Processing   600 iterations of   20th image...   112 coincidences. 
Processing   704 iterations of   21st image...   112 coincidences. 
Processing   920 iterations of   22nd image...   112 coincidences. 
Processing  1056 iterations of   23rd image...   112 coincidences. 
Processing   884 iterations of   24th image...   112 coincidences. 
Processing  1860 iterations of   25th image...   112 coincidences. 
Processing  1508 iterations of   26th image...   112 coincidences. 
Processing   544 iterations of   27th image...   118 coincidences. 
Processing  1176 iterations of   28th image...   118 coincidences. 
Processing   648 iterations of   29th image...   118 coincidences. 
Processing   578 iterations of   30th image...   118 coincidences. 
Processing  1104 iterations of   31st image...   118 coincidences. 
Processing   338 iterations of   32nd image...   118 coincidences. 
Processing   748 iterations of   33rd image...   118 coincidences. 
Processing   924 iterations of   34th image...   118 coincidences. 
Processing  1800 iterations of   35th image...   118 coincidences. 
Processing   308 iterations of   36th image...   118 coincidences. 
Processing   950 iterations of   37th image...   118 coincidences. 
Processing  1150 iterations of   38th image...   124 coincidences. 
Processing  1620 iterations of   39th image...   124 coincidences. 
Processing  1620 iterations of   40th image...   124 coincidences. 
Processing  1250 iterations of   41st image...   128 coincidences. 
Processing  1250 iterations of   42nd image...   132 coincidences. 
Processing  1352 iterations of   43rd image...   132 coincidences. 
Processing  1352 iterations of   44th image...   132 coincidences. 
Processing  1800 iterations of   45th image...   132 coincidences. 
Processing  1800 iterations of   46th image...   132 coincidences. 
Processing  1624 iterations of   47th image...   132 coincidences. 
Processing  1624 iterations of   48th image...   132 coincidences. 
Processing  1456 iterations of   49th image...   132 coincidences. 
Processing  1456 iterations of   50th image...   132 coincidences. 
Processing  2040 iterations of   51st image...   132 coincidences. 
Processing  2040 iterations of   52nd image...   132 coincidences. 
Processing  1920 iterations of   53rd image...   132 coincidences. 
Processing  1920 iterations of   54th image...   132 coincidences. 
Processing  1664 iterations of   55th image...   132 coincidences. 
Processing  1664 iterations of   56th image...   132 coincidences. 
Processing  1150 iterations of   57th image...   132 coincidences. 
Processing   400 iterations of   58th image...   132 coincidences. 
Processing   572 iterations of   59th image...   132 coincidences. 
Processing   720 iterations of   60th image...   132 coincidences. 
Processing   528 iterations of   61st image...   132 coincidences. 
Processing   986 iterations of   62nd image...   132 coincidences. 
Processing  1120 iterations of   63rd image...   132 coincidences. 
Processing   720 iterations of   64th image...   132 coincidences. 
Processing  1610 iterations of   65th image...   132 coincidences. 
Processing   980 iterations of   66th image...   132 coincidences. 
Processing  1360 iterations of   67th image...   132 coincidences. 
Processing  1054 iterations of   68th image...   132 coincidences. 
Processing   442 iterations of   69th image...   132 coincidences. 
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Processing   924 iterations of   70th image...   132 coincidences. 
Processing   384 iterations of   71st image...   132 coincidences. 
Processing   646 iterations of   72nd image...   132 coincidences. 
Processing   850 iterations of   73rd image...   132 coincidences. 
Processing   390 iterations of   74th image...   132 coincidences. 
Processing   782 iterations of   75th image...   132 coincidences. 
Processing  1344 iterations of   76th image...   132 coincidences. 
Processing  1160 iterations of   77th image...   132 coincidences. 
Processing  1104 iterations of   78th image...   132 coincidences. 
Processing   384 iterations of   79th image...   132 coincidences. 
Processing  1134 iterations of   80th image...   132 coincidences. 
Processing   286 iterations of   81st image...   132 coincidences. 
Processing   352 iterations of   82nd image...   132 coincidences. 
Processing   280 iterations of   83rd image...   132 coincidences. 
Processing   672 iterations of   84th image...   132 coincidences. 
Processing  1116 iterations of   85th image...   132 coincidences. 
Processing   646 iterations of   86th image...   132 coincidences. 
Processing   798 iterations of   87th image...   132 coincidences. 
Processing   594 iterations of   88th image...   132 coincidences. 
Processing   576 iterations of   89th image...   132 coincidences. 
Processing   384 iterations of   90th image...   132 coincidences. 
Processing   672 iterations of   91st image...   132 coincidences. 
Processing   432 iterations of   92nd image...   132 coincidences. 
Processing   850 iterations of   93rd image...   132 coincidences. 
Processing   450 iterations of   94th image...   132 coincidences. 
Processing  1008 iterations of   95th image...   132 coincidences. 
Processing   612 iterations of   96th image...   132 coincidences. 
Processing  1566 iterations of   97th image...   132 coincidences. 
Processing  1392 iterations of   98th image...   132 coincidences. 
Processing   418 iterations of   99th image...   132 coincidences. 
Cloning nodes in level 1 
Level 1 training completed...18 groups. 
Setting enabled image pixels: 8 x 8 
Begin training level 2 with 100 images: 
Enabling the following nodes: ['sensor', 'level1\\[[0-1],[0-1]\\]', 
'level2\\[0,0\\]'] 
Processing   960 iterations of    0th image...    98 coincidences. 
Processing  1860 iterations of    1st image...   118 coincidences. 
Processing  1860 iterations of    2nd image...   126 coincidences. 
Processing  1188 iterations of    3rd image...   154 coincidences. 
Processing  1188 iterations of    4th image...   204 coincidences. 
Processing   968 iterations of    5th image...   204 coincidences. 
Processing   968 iterations of    6th image...   204 coincidences. 
Processing  1680 iterations of    7th image...   204 coincidences. 
Processing  1680 iterations of    8th image...   204 coincidences. 
Processing  1196 iterations of    9th image...   204 coincidences. 
Processing  1196 iterations of   10th image...   204 coincidences. 
Processing  1392 iterations of   11th image...   204 coincidences. 
Processing  1392 iterations of   12th image...   204 coincidences. 
Processing  2100 iterations of   13th image...   204 coincidences. 
Processing  2100 iterations of   14th image...   204 coincidences. 
Processing  1566 iterations of   15th image...   204 coincidences. 
Processing  1566 iterations of   16th image...   204 coincidences. 
Processing  1560 iterations of   17th image...   204 coincidences. 
Processing  1560 iterations of   18th image...   204 coincidences. 
Processing   960 iterations of   19th image...   224 coincidences. 
Processing   912 iterations of   20th image...   266 coincidences. 
Processing  1040 iterations of   21st image...   280 coincidences. 
Processing  1296 iterations of   22nd image...   282 coincidences. 
Processing  1456 iterations of   23rd image...   282 coincidences. 
Processing  1260 iterations of   24th image...   284 coincidences. 
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Processing  2380 iterations of   25th image...   284 coincidences. 
Processing  1980 iterations of   26th image...   284 coincidences. 
Processing   840 iterations of   27th image...   305 coincidences. 
Processing  1600 iterations of   28th image...   310 coincidences. 
Processing   992 iterations of   29th image...   310 coincidences. 
Processing   882 iterations of   30th image...   310 coincidences. 
Processing  1512 iterations of   31st image...   310 coincidences. 
Processing   578 iterations of   32nd image...   320 coincidences. 
Processing  1092 iterations of   33rd image...   320 coincidences. 
Processing  1300 iterations of   34th image...   320 coincidences. 
Processing  2312 iterations of   35th image...   322 coincidences. 
Processing   540 iterations of   36th image...   329 coincidences. 
Processing  1334 iterations of   37th image...   329 coincidences. 
Processing  1566 iterations of   38th image...   423 coincidences. 
Processing  2108 iterations of   39th image...   450 coincidences. 
Processing  2108 iterations of   40th image...   469 coincidences. 
Processing  1682 iterations of   41st image...   500 coincidences. 
Processing  1682 iterations of   42nd image...   549 coincidences. 
Processing  1800 iterations of   43rd image...   550 coincidences. 
Processing  1800 iterations of   44th image...   553 coincidences. 
Processing  2312 iterations of   45th image...   554 coincidences. 
Processing  2312 iterations of   46th image...   555 coincidences. 
Processing  2112 iterations of   47th image...   555 coincidences. 
Processing  2112 iterations of   48th image...   555 coincidences. 
Processing  1920 iterations of   49th image...   565 coincidences. 
Processing  1920 iterations of   50th image...   567 coincidences. 
Processing  2584 iterations of   51st image...   567 coincidences. 
Processing  2584 iterations of   52nd image...   567 coincidences. 
Processing  2448 iterations of   53rd image...   567 coincidences. 
Processing  2448 iterations of   54th image...   567 coincidences. 
Processing  2160 iterations of   55th image...   567 coincidences. 
Processing  2160 iterations of   56th image...   568 coincidences. 
Processing  1566 iterations of   57th image...   599 coincidences. 
Processing   672 iterations of   58th image...   633 coincidences. 
Processing   884 iterations of   59th image...   645 coincidences. 
Processing  1088 iterations of   60th image...   651 coincidences. 
Processing   832 iterations of   61st image...   651 coincidences. 
Processing  1386 iterations of   62nd image...   651 coincidences. 
Processing  1536 iterations of   63rd image...   651 coincidences. 
Processing  1088 iterations of   64th image...   653 coincidences. 
Processing  2106 iterations of   65th image...   653 coincidences. 
Processing  1404 iterations of   66th image...   655 coincidences. 
Processing  1824 iterations of   67th image...   655 coincidences. 
Processing  1470 iterations of   68th image...   655 coincidences. 
Processing   714 iterations of   69th image...   664 coincidences. 
Processing  1300 iterations of   70th image...   664 coincidences. 
Processing   640 iterations of   71st image...   667 coincidences. 
Processing   966 iterations of   72nd image...   670 coincidences. 
Processing  1218 iterations of   73rd image...   670 coincidences. 
Processing   646 iterations of   74th image...   679 coincidences. 
Processing  1134 iterations of   75th image...   679 coincidences. 
Processing  1800 iterations of   76th image...   679 coincidences. 
Processing  1584 iterations of   77th image...   679 coincidences. 
Processing  1512 iterations of   78th image...   679 coincidences. 
Processing   640 iterations of   79th image...   683 coincidences. 
Processing  1550 iterations of   80th image...   683 coincidences. 
Processing   510 iterations of   81st image...   693 coincidences. 
Processing   600 iterations of   82nd image...   695 coincidences. 
Processing   504 iterations of   83rd image...   700 coincidences. 
Processing  1000 iterations of   84th image...   700 coincidences. 
Processing  1540 iterations of   85th image...   700 coincidences. 
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Processing   966 iterations of   86th image...   702 coincidences. 
Processing  1150 iterations of   87th image...   703 coincidences. 
Processing   930 iterations of   88th image...   703 coincidences. 
Processing   880 iterations of   89th image...   703 coincidences. 
Processing   640 iterations of   90th image...   718 coincidences. 
Processing  1024 iterations of   91st image...   721 coincidences. 
Processing   704 iterations of   92nd image...   724 coincidences. 
Processing  1218 iterations of   93rd image...   724 coincidences. 
Processing   722 iterations of   94th image...   734 coincidences. 
Processing  1408 iterations of   95th image...   734 coincidences. 
Processing   924 iterations of   96th image...   734 coincidences. 
Processing  2046 iterations of   97th image...   734 coincidences. 
Processing  1848 iterations of   98th image...   734 coincidences. 
Processing   690 iterations of   99th image...   736 coincidences. 
Cloning nodes in level 2 
Level 2 training completed...246 groups. 
Setting enabled image pixels: 32 x 32 
Begin training level 3 with 100 images: 
Enabling the following nodes: ['sensor', 'level1.*', 'level2.*', 
'level3.*'] 
Processing   640 iterations of    0th image...    73 coincidences. 
Processing   180 iterations of    1st image...    92 coincidences. 
Processing   180 iterations of    2nd image...   138 coincidences. 
Processing   468 iterations of    3rd image...   195 coincidences. 
Processing   468 iterations of    4th image...   298 coincidences. 
Processing   648 iterations of    5th image...   342 coincidences. 
Processing   648 iterations of    6th image...   349 coincidences. 
Processing   240 iterations of    7th image...   352 coincidences. 
Processing   240 iterations of    8th image...   385 coincidences. 
Processing   476 iterations of    9th image...   402 coincidences. 
Processing   476 iterations of   10th image...   420 coincidences. 
Processing   352 iterations of   11th image...   427 coincidences. 
Processing   352 iterations of   12th image...   455 coincidences. 
Processing   100 iterations of   13th image...   458 coincidences. 
Processing   100 iterations of   14th image...   475 coincidences. 
Processing   286 iterations of   15th image...   479 coincidences. 
Processing   286 iterations of   16th image...   494 coincidences. 
Processing   280 iterations of   17th image...   494 coincidences. 
Processing   280 iterations of   18th image...   494 coincidences. 
Processing   640 iterations of   19th image...   555 coincidences. 
Processing   672 iterations of   20th image...   622 coincidences. 
Processing   560 iterations of   21st image...   647 coincidences. 
Processing   416 iterations of   22nd image...   668 coincidences. 
Processing   336 iterations of   23rd image...   681 coincidences. 
Processing   380 iterations of   24th image...   698 coincidences. 
Processing    60 iterations of   25th image...   708 coincidences. 
Processing   140 iterations of   26th image...   711 coincidences. 
Processing   760 iterations of   27th image...   797 coincidences. 
Processing   240 iterations of   28th image...   817 coincidences. 
Processing   432 iterations of   29th image...   859 coincidences. 
Processing   722 iterations of   30th image...   870 coincidences. 
Processing   312 iterations of   31st image...   871 coincidences. 
Processing  1058 iterations of   32nd image...   935 coincidences. 
Processing   532 iterations of   33rd image...   939 coincidences. 
Processing   420 iterations of   34th image...   939 coincidences. 
Processing    72 iterations of   35th image...   947 coincidences. 
Processing  1100 iterations of   36th image...   989 coincidences. 
Processing   374 iterations of   37th image...  1010 coincidences. 
Processing   286 iterations of   38th image...  1034 coincidences. 
Processing   108 iterations of   39th image...  1050 coincidences. 
Processing   108 iterations of   40th image...  1093 coincidences. 
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Processing   242 iterations of   41st image...  1103 coincidences. 
Processing   242 iterations of   42nd image...  1189 coincidences. 
Processing   200 iterations of   43rd image...  1193 coincidences. 
Processing   200 iterations of   44th image...  1226 coincidences. 
Processing    72 iterations of   45th image...  1229 coincidences. 
Processing    72 iterations of   46th image...  1249 coincidences. 
Processing   112 iterations of   47th image...  1250 coincidences. 
Processing   112 iterations of   48th image...  1267 coincidences. 
Processing   160 iterations of   49th image...  1274 coincidences. 
Processing   160 iterations of   50th image...  1293 coincidences. 
Processing    24 iterations of   51st image...  1295 coincidences. 
Processing    24 iterations of   52nd image...  1295 coincidences. 
Processing    48 iterations of   53rd image...  1295 coincidences. 
Processing    48 iterations of   54th image...  1297 coincidences. 
Processing    80 iterations of   55th image...  1297 coincidences. 
Processing    80 iterations of   56th image...  1318 coincidences. 
Processing   286 iterations of   57th image...  1364 coincidences. 
Processing   832 iterations of   58th image...  1463 coincidences. 
Processing   644 iterations of   59th image...  1523 coincidences. 
Processing   288 iterations of   60th image...  1546 coincidences. 
Processing   672 iterations of   61st image...  1559 coincidences. 
Processing   266 iterations of   62nd image...  1580 coincidences. 
Processing   256 iterations of   63rd image...  1601 coincidences. 
Processing   288 iterations of   64th image...  1624 coincidences. 
Processing    26 iterations of   65th image...  1628 coincidences. 
Processing    44 iterations of   66th image...  1631 coincidences. 
Processing    64 iterations of   67th image...  1635 coincidences. 
Processing   190 iterations of   68th image...  1645 coincidences. 
Processing   874 iterations of   69th image...  1729 coincidences. 
Processing   420 iterations of   70th image...  1738 coincidences. 
Processing   960 iterations of   71st image...  1768 coincidences. 
Processing   646 iterations of   72nd image...  1819 coincidences. 
Processing   418 iterations of   73rd image...  1842 coincidences. 
Processing   966 iterations of   74th image...  1901 coincidences. 
Processing   494 iterations of   75th image...  1912 coincidences. 
Processing   120 iterations of   76th image...  1918 coincidences. 
Processing   224 iterations of   77th image...  1922 coincidences. 
Processing   312 iterations of   78th image...  1923 coincidences. 
Processing   960 iterations of   79th image...  1954 coincidences. 
Processing   270 iterations of   80th image...  1955 coincidences. 
Processing  1150 iterations of   81st image...  2024 coincidences. 
Processing  1000 iterations of   82nd image...  2051 coincidences. 
Processing  1144 iterations of   83rd image...  2091 coincidences. 
Processing   600 iterations of   84th image...  2107 coincidences. 
Processing   180 iterations of   85th image...  2111 coincidences. 
Processing   646 iterations of   86th image...  2128 coincidences. 
Processing   510 iterations of   87th image...  2132 coincidences. 
Processing   450 iterations of   88th image...  2157 coincidences. 
Processing   720 iterations of   89th image...  2166 coincidences. 
Processing   960 iterations of   90th image...  2238 coincidences. 
Processing   384 iterations of   91st image...  2271 coincidences. 
Processing   864 iterations of   92nd image...  2302 coincidences. 
Processing   418 iterations of   93rd image...  2323 coincidences. 
Processing   882 iterations of   94th image...  2380 coincidences. 
Processing   288 iterations of   95th image...  2385 coincidences. 
Processing   684 iterations of   96th image...  2404 coincidences. 
Processing   126 iterations of   97th image...  2406 coincidences. 
Processing   168 iterations of   98th image...  2406 coincidences. 
Processing   850 iterations of   99th image...  2439 coincidences. 
Level 3 training completed...470 groups. 
Setting enabled image pixels: 32 x 32 
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Begin training level 4 with 100 images: 
Enabling the following nodes: ['sensor', 'level1.*', 'level2.*', 
'level3.*', 'level4.*', 'passthru..'] 
Processing   640 iterations of    0th image...   182 coincidences. 
Processing   180 iterations of    1st image...   243 coincidences. 
Processing   180 iterations of    2nd image...   300 coincidences. 
Processing   468 iterations of    3rd image...   483 coincidences. 
Processing   468 iterations of    4th image...   667 coincidences. 
Processing   648 iterations of    5th image...   886 coincidences. 
Processing   648 iterations of    6th image...  1106 coincidences. 
Processing   240 iterations of    7th image...  1187 coincidences. 
Processing   240 iterations of    8th image...  1257 coincidences. 
Processing   476 iterations of    9th image...  1389 coincidences. 
Processing   476 iterations of   10th image...  1507 coincidences. 
Processing   352 iterations of   11th image...  1598 coincidences. 
Processing   352 iterations of   12th image...  1679 coincidences. 
Processing   100 iterations of   13th image...  1713 coincidences. 
Processing   100 iterations of   14th image...  1748 coincidences. 
Processing   286 iterations of   15th image...  1811 coincidences. 
Processing   286 iterations of   16th image...  1864 coincidences. 
Processing   280 iterations of   17th image...  1909 coincidences. 
Processing   280 iterations of   18th image...  1954 coincidences. 
Processing   640 iterations of   19th image...  2138 coincidences. 
Processing   672 iterations of   20th image...  2332 coincidences. 
Processing   560 iterations of   21st image...  2471 coincidences. 
Processing   416 iterations of   22nd image...  2584 coincidences. 
Processing   336 iterations of   23rd image...  2662 coincidences. 
Processing   380 iterations of   24th image...  2758 coincidences. 
Processing    60 iterations of   25th image...  2783 coincidences. 
Processing   140 iterations of   26th image...  2831 coincidences. 
Processing   760 iterations of   27th image...  3050 coincidences. 
Processing   240 iterations of   28th image...  3119 coincidences. 
Processing   432 iterations of   29th image...  3216 coincidences. 
Processing   722 iterations of   30th image...  3364 coincidences. 
Processing   312 iterations of   31st image...  3468 coincidences. 
Processing  1058 iterations of   32nd image...  3681 coincidences. 
Processing   532 iterations of   33rd image...  3804 coincidences. 
Processing   420 iterations of   34th image...  3861 coincidences. 
Processing    72 iterations of   35th image...  3882 coincidences. 
Processing  1100 iterations of   36th image...  4035 coincidences. 
Processing   374 iterations of   37th image...  4147 coincidences. 
Processing   286 iterations of   38th image...  4247 coincidences. 
Processing   108 iterations of   39th image...  4299 coincidences. 
Processing   108 iterations of   40th image...  4350 coincidences. 
Processing   242 iterations of   41st image...  4450 coincidences. 
Processing   242 iterations of   42nd image...  4553 coincidences. 
Processing   200 iterations of   43rd image...  4648 coincidences. 
Processing   200 iterations of   44th image...  4742 coincidences. 
Processing    72 iterations of   45th image...  4773 coincidences. 
Processing    72 iterations of   46th image...  4804 coincidences. 
Processing   112 iterations of   47th image...  4845 coincidences. 
Processing   112 iterations of   48th image...  4888 coincidences. 
Processing   160 iterations of   49th image...  4955 coincidences. 
Processing   160 iterations of   50th image...  5025 coincidences. 
Processing    24 iterations of   51st image...  5035 coincidences. 
Processing    24 iterations of   52nd image...  5047 coincidences. 
Processing    48 iterations of   53rd image...  5068 coincidences. 
Processing    48 iterations of   54th image...  5088 coincidences. 
Processing    80 iterations of   55th image...  5125 coincidences. 
Processing    80 iterations of   56th image...  5162 coincidences. 
Processing   286 iterations of   57th image...  5258 coincidences. 
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Processing   832 iterations of   58th image...  5430 coincidences. 
Processing   644 iterations of   59th image...  5607 coincidences. 
Processing   288 iterations of   60th image...  5675 coincidences. 
Processing   672 iterations of   61st image...  5788 coincidences. 
Processing   266 iterations of   62nd image...  5858 coincidences. 
Processing   256 iterations of   63rd image...  5943 coincidences. 
Processing   288 iterations of   64th image...  6008 coincidences. 
Processing    26 iterations of   65th image...  6020 coincidences. 
Processing    44 iterations of   66th image...  6028 coincidences. 
Processing    64 iterations of   67th image...  6042 coincidences. 
Processing   190 iterations of   68th image...  6093 coincidences. 
Processing   874 iterations of   69th image...  6311 coincidences. 
Processing   420 iterations of   70th image...  6481 coincidences. 
Processing   960 iterations of   71st image...  6621 coincidences. 
Processing   646 iterations of   72nd image...  6882 coincidences. 
Processing   418 iterations of   73rd image...  7037 coincidences. 
Processing   966 iterations of   74th image...  7256 coincidences. 
Processing   494 iterations of   75th image...  7377 coincidences. 
Processing   120 iterations of   76th image...  7427 coincidences. 
Processing   224 iterations of   77th image...  7504 coincidences. 
Processing   312 iterations of   78th image...  7595 coincidences. 
Processing   960 iterations of   79th image...  7792 coincidences. 
Processing   270 iterations of   80th image...  7887 coincidences. 
Processing  1150 iterations of   81st image...  8117 coincidences. 
Processing  1000 iterations of   82nd image...  8219 coincidences. 
Processing  1144 iterations of   83rd image...  8343 coincidences. 
Processing   600 iterations of   84th image...  8524 coincidences. 
Processing   180 iterations of   85th image...  8575 coincidences. 
Processing   646 iterations of   86th image...  8776 coincidences. 
Processing   510 iterations of   87th image...  8892 coincidences. 
Processing   450 iterations of   88th image...  8988 coincidences. 
Processing   720 iterations of   89th image...  9103 coincidences. 
Processing   960 iterations of   90th image...  9339 coincidences. 
Processing   384 iterations of   91st image...  9428 coincidences. 
Processing   864 iterations of   92nd image...  9570 coincidences. 
Processing   418 iterations of   93rd image...  9703 coincidences. 
Processing   882 iterations of   94th image...  9933 coincidences. 
Processing   288 iterations of   95th image... 10003 coincidences. 
Processing   684 iterations of   96th image... 10188 coincidences. 
Processing   126 iterations of   97th image... 10230 coincidences. 
Processing   168 iterations of   98th image... 10276 coincidences. 
Processing   850 iterations of   99th image... 10413 coincidences. 
Removing output directory: 'picdata' 
Network 'pic.alpha.trained.xml' trained. 
  
+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+= 
Step 3. Test network against Alpha training pictures: 
+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+= 
Created data root: '/edu/roxhe426/nta/nupic-1.2-
linux32/share/projects/pictures/ 
Using data root: /edu/roxhe426/nta/nupic-1.2-
linux32/share/projects/pictures/pic 
mapCategories: renamed pic.alpha.category.txt to pic.alpha.catnames.txt 
Begin testing with 100 images: 
Enabling the following nodes: ['sensor', 'level1.*', 'level2.*', 
'level3.*', 'le 
Testing   640 iterations of    0th image... 
Testing   180 iterations of    1st image... 
Testing   180 iterations of    2nd image... 
Testing   468 iterations of    3rd image... 
Testing   468 iterations of    4th image... 
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Testing   648 iterations of    5th image... 
Testing   648 iterations of    6th image... 
Testing   240 iterations of    7th image... 
Testing   240 iterations of    8th image... 
Testing   476 iterations of    9th image... 
Testing   476 iterations of   10th image... 
Testing   352 iterations of   11th image... 
Testing   352 iterations of   12th image... 
Testing   100 iterations of   13th image... 
Testing   100 iterations of   14th image... 
Testing   286 iterations of   15th image... 
Testing   286 iterations of   16th image... 
Testing   280 iterations of   17th image... 
Testing   280 iterations of   18th image... 
Testing   640 iterations of   19th image... 
Testing   672 iterations of   20th image... 
Testing   560 iterations of   21st image... 
Testing   416 iterations of   22nd image... 
Testing   336 iterations of   23rd image... 
Testing   380 iterations of   24th image... 
Testing    60 iterations of   25th image... 
Testing   140 iterations of   26th image... 
Testing   760 iterations of   27th image... 
Testing   240 iterations of   28th image... 
Testing   432 iterations of   29th image... 
Testing   722 iterations of   30th image... 
Testing   312 iterations of   31st image... 
Testing  1058 iterations of   32nd image... 
Testing   532 iterations of   33rd image... 
Testing   420 iterations of   34th image... 
Testing    72 iterations of   35th image... 
Testing  1100 iterations of   36th image... 
Testing   374 iterations of   37th image... 
Testing   286 iterations of   38th image... 
Testing   108 iterations of   39th image... 
Testing   108 iterations of   40th image... 
Testing   242 iterations of   41st image... 
Testing   242 iterations of   42nd image... 
Testing   200 iterations of   43rd image... 
Testing   200 iterations of   44th image... 
Testing    72 iterations of   45th image... 
Testing    72 iterations of   46th image... 
Testing   112 iterations of   47th image... 
Testing   112 iterations of   48th image... 
Testing   160 iterations of   49th image... 
Testing   160 iterations of   50th image... 
Testing    24 iterations of   51st image... 
Testing    24 iterations of   52nd image... 
Testing    48 iterations of   53rd image... 
Testing    48 iterations of   54th image... 
Testing    80 iterations of   55th image... 
Testing    80 iterations of   56th image... 
Testing   286 iterations of   57th image... 
Testing   832 iterations of   58th image... 
Testing   644 iterations of   59th image... 
Testing   288 iterations of   60th image... 
Testing   672 iterations of   61st image... 
Testing   266 iterations of   62nd image... 
Testing   256 iterations of   63rd image... 
Testing   288 iterations of   64th image... 
Testing    26 iterations of   65th image... 
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Testing    44 iterations of   66th image... 
Testing    64 iterations of   67th image... 
Testing   190 iterations of   68th image... 
Testing   874 iterations of   69th image... 
Testing   420 iterations of   70th image... 
Testing   960 iterations of   71st image... 
Testing   646 iterations of   72nd image... 
Testing   418 iterations of   73rd image... 
Testing   966 iterations of   74th image... 
Testing   494 iterations of   75th image... 
Testing   120 iterations of   76th image... 
Testing   224 iterations of   77th image... 
Testing   312 iterations of   78th image... 
Testing   960 iterations of   79th image... 
Testing   270 iterations of   80th image... 
Testing  1150 iterations of   81st image... 
Testing  1000 iterations of   82nd image... 
Testing  1144 iterations of   83rd image... 
Testing   600 iterations of   84th image... 
Testing   180 iterations of   85th image... 
Testing   646 iterations of   86th image... 
Testing   510 iterations of   87th image... 
Testing   450 iterations of   88th image... 
Testing   720 iterations of   89th image... 
Testing   960 iterations of   90th image... 
Testing   384 iterations of   91st image... 
Testing   864 iterations of   92nd image... 
Testing   418 iterations of   93rd image... 
Testing   882 iterations of   94th image... 
Testing   288 iterations of   95th image... 
Testing   684 iterations of   96th image... 
Testing   126 iterations of   97th image... 
Testing   168 iterations of   98th image... 
Testing   850 iterations of   99th image... 
Removing output directory: 'picdata' 
Test results for network 'pic.alpha.trained.xml': 40684 matches in 40848 
tests = 99.60% accuracy 
  
+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+= 
Step 4. Test network against noisy Alpha pictures: 
+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+= 
Created data root: '/edu/roxhe426/nta/nupic-1.2-
linux32/share/projects/pictures/picdata' 
Using data root: /edu/roxhe426/nta/nupic-1.2-
linux32/share/projects/pictures/picdata 
mapCategories: renamed pic.alpha.category.txt to pic.alpha.catnames.txt 
Begin testing with 100 iterations: 
Enabling the following nodes: ['sensor', 'level1.*', 'level2.*', 
'level3.*', 'level4.*', 'output'] 
Removing output directory: 'picdata' 
Test results for network 'pic.alpha.trained.xml': 91 matches in 100 tests = 
91.00% accuracy 
  
+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+= 
Step 5. Test network against distorted Alpha pictures: 
+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+= 
Created data root: '/edu/roxhe426/nta/nupic-1.2-
linux32/share/projects/pictures/picdata' 
Using data root: /edu/roxhe426/nta/nupic-1.2-
linux32/share/projects/pictures/picdata 
mapCategories: renamed pic.alpha.category.txt to pic.alpha.catnames.txt 
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Begin testing with 2000 iterations: 
Enabling the following nodes: ['sensor', 'level1.*', 'level2.*', 
'level3.*', 'level4.*', 'output'] 
Removing output directory: 'picdata' 
Test results for network 'pic.alpha.trained.xml': 1574 matches in 2000 
tests = 78.70% accuracy 
  
+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+= 
Step 6. Re-train network on Bravo categories: 
+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+= 
Created data root: '/edu/roxhe426/nta/nupic-1.2-
linux32/share/projects/pictures/picdata' 
Begin retraining level 4 with 73 images: 
Processing   912 iterations of    0th image... 10679 coincidences. 
Processing   748 iterations of    1st image... 10963 coincidences. 
Processing    70 iterations of    2nd image... 10995 coincidences. 
Processing   874 iterations of    3rd image... 11132 coincidences. 
Processing   340 iterations of    4th image... 11265 coincidences. 
Processing   192 iterations of    5th image... 11319 coincidences. 
Processing   468 iterations of    6th image... 11441 coincidences. 
Processing  1296 iterations of    7th image... 11667 coincidences. 
Processing  1008 iterations of    8th image... 11908 coincidences. 
Processing   684 iterations of    9th image... 12105 coincidences. 
Processing   768 iterations of   10th image... 12285 coincidences. 
Processing   616 iterations of   11th image... 12517 coincidences. 
Processing   480 iterations of   12th image... 12631 coincidences. 
Processing   352 iterations of   13th image... 12732 coincidences. 
Processing   140 iterations of   14th image... 12773 coincidences. 
Processing  1134 iterations of   15th image... 12995 coincidences. 
Processing   782 iterations of   16th image... 13160 coincidences. 
Processing   288 iterations of   17th image... 13222 coincidences. 
Processing   180 iterations of   18th image... 13264 coincidences. 
Processing   144 iterations of   19th image... 13312 coincidences. 
Processing   672 iterations of   20th image... 13536 coincidences. 
Processing   532 iterations of   21st image... 13688 coincidences. 
Processing   532 iterations of   22nd image... 13889 coincidences. 
Processing   224 iterations of   23rd image... 13995 coincidences. 
Processing   224 iterations of   24th image... 14097 coincidences. 
Processing   200 iterations of   25th image... 14176 coincidences. 
Processing   200 iterations of   26th image... 14263 coincidences. 
Processing   288 iterations of   27th image... 14367 coincidences. 
Processing   288 iterations of   28th image... 14484 coincidences. 
Processing    70 iterations of   29th image... 14513 coincidences. 
Processing    70 iterations of   30th image... 14538 coincidences. 
Processing   672 iterations of   31st image... 14729 coincidences. 
Processing   832 iterations of   32nd image... 14807 coincidences. 
Processing   832 iterations of   33rd image... 14807 coincidences. 
Processing   832 iterations of   34th image... 14807 coincidences. 
Processing   832 iterations of   35th image... 14807 coincidences. 
Processing   832 iterations of   36th image... 14807 coincidences. 
Processing   832 iterations of   37th image... 14807 coincidences. 
Processing   832 iterations of   38th image... 14807 coincidences. 
Processing   832 iterations of   39th image... 14807 coincidences. 
Processing   832 iterations of   40th image... 14807 coincidences. 
Processing  1092 iterations of   41st image... 15071 coincidences. 
Processing   988 iterations of   42nd image... 15226 coincidences. 
Processing  1400 iterations of   43rd image... 15476 coincidences. 
Processing   572 iterations of   44th image... 15609 coincidences. 
Processing   832 iterations of   45th image... 15742 coincidences. 
Processing   924 iterations of   46th image... 15980 coincidences. 
Processing  1300 iterations of   47th image... 16110 coincidences. 
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Processing   792 iterations of   48th image... 16314 coincidences. 
Processing   416 iterations of   49th image... 16449 coincidences. 
Processing   880 iterations of   50th image... 16541 coincidences. 
Processing   680 iterations of   51st image... 16650 coincidences. 
Processing   630 iterations of   52nd image... 16724 coincidences. 
Processing   540 iterations of   53rd image... 16798 coincidences. 
Processing   140 iterations of   54th image... 16836 coincidences. 
Processing   216 iterations of   55th image... 16886 coincidences. 
Processing   340 iterations of   56th image... 16988 coincidences. 
Processing    42 iterations of   57th image... 16996 coincidences. 
Processing   672 iterations of   58th image... 17233 coincidences. 
Processing   528 iterations of   59th image... 17416 coincidences. 
Processing   128 iterations of   60th image... 17475 coincidences. 
Processing   784 iterations of   61st image... 17696 coincidences. 
Processing   140 iterations of   62nd image... 17759 coincidences. 
Processing   608 iterations of   63rd image... 18000 coincidences. 
Processing   476 iterations of   64th image... 18156 coincidences. 
Processing   476 iterations of   65th image... 18359 coincidences. 
Processing    36 iterations of   66th image... 18376 coincidences. 
Processing    36 iterations of   67th image... 18393 coincidences. 
Processing   532 iterations of   68th image... 18565 coincidences. 
Processing   532 iterations of   69th image... 18735 coincidences. 
Processing   180 iterations of   70th image... 18808 coincidences. 
Processing   180 iterations of   71st image... 18884 coincidences. 
Processing   608 iterations of   72nd image... 19083 coincidences. 
Removing output directory: 'picdata' 
Network 'pic.alpha.trained.xml' retrained and saved as 
'pic.bravo.trained.xml'. 
  
+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+= 
Step 7. Test network against Bravo training pictures: 
+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+= 
Created data root: '/edu/roxhe426/nta/nupic-1.2-
linux32/share/projects/pictures/picdata' 
Using data root: /edu/roxhe426/nta/nupic-1.2-
linux32/share/projects/pictures/picdata 
mapCategories: renamed pic.bravo.category.txt to pic.bravo.catnames.txt 
Begin testing with 73 images: 
Enabling the following nodes: ['sensor', 'level1.*', 'level2.*', 
'level3.*', 'level4.*', 'output'] 
Testing   912 iterations of    0th image... 
Testing   748 iterations of    1st image... 
Testing    70 iterations of    2nd image... 
Testing   874 iterations of    3rd image... 
Testing   340 iterations of    4th image... 
Testing   192 iterations of    5th image... 
Testing   468 iterations of    6th image... 
Testing  1296 iterations of    7th image... 
Testing  1008 iterations of    8th image... 
Testing   684 iterations of    9th image... 
Testing   768 iterations of   10th image... 
Testing   616 iterations of   11th image... 
Testing   480 iterations of   12th image... 
Testing   352 iterations of   13th image... 
Testing   140 iterations of   14th image... 
Testing  1134 iterations of   15th image... 
Testing   782 iterations of   16th image... 
Testing   288 iterations of   17th image... 
Testing   180 iterations of   18th image... 
Testing   144 iterations of   19th image... 
Testing   672 iterations of   20th image... 
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Testing   532 iterations of   21st image... 
Testing   532 iterations of   22nd image... 
Testing   224 iterations of   23rd image... 
Testing   224 iterations of   24th image... 
Testing   200 iterations of   25th image... 
Testing   200 iterations of   26th image... 
Testing   288 iterations of   27th image... 
Testing   288 iterations of   28th image... 
Testing    70 iterations of   29th image... 
Testing    70 iterations of   30th image... 
Testing   672 iterations of   31st image... 
Testing   832 iterations of   32nd image... 
Testing   832 iterations of   33rd image... 
Testing   832 iterations of   34th image... 
Testing   832 iterations of   35th image... 
Testing   832 iterations of   36th image... 
Testing   832 iterations of   37th image... 
Testing   832 iterations of   38th image... 
Testing   832 iterations of   39th image... 
Testing   832 iterations of   40th image... 
Testing  1092 iterations of   41st image... 
Testing   988 iterations of   42nd image... 
Testing  1400 iterations of   43rd image... 
Testing   572 iterations of   44th image... 
Testing   832 iterations of   45th image... 
Testing   924 iterations of   46th image... 
Testing  1300 iterations of   47th image... 
Testing   792 iterations of   48th image... 
Testing   416 iterations of   49th image... 
Testing   880 iterations of   50th image... 
Testing   680 iterations of   51st image... 
Testing   630 iterations of   52nd image... 
Testing   540 iterations of   53rd image... 
Testing   140 iterations of   54th image... 
Testing   216 iterations of   55th image... 
Testing   340 iterations of   56th image... 
Testing    42 iterations of   57th image... 
Testing   672 iterations of   58th image... 
Testing   528 iterations of   59th image... 
Testing   128 iterations of   60th image... 
Testing   784 iterations of   61st image... 
Testing   140 iterations of   62nd image... 
Testing   608 iterations of   63rd image... 
Testing   476 iterations of   64th image... 
Testing   476 iterations of   65th image... 
Testing    36 iterations of   66th image... 
Testing    36 iterations of   67th image... 
Testing   532 iterations of   68th image... 
Testing   532 iterations of   69th image... 
Testing   180 iterations of   70th image... 
Testing   180 iterations of   71st image... 
Testing   608 iterations of   72nd image... 
Removing output directory: 'picdata' 
Test results for network 'pic.bravo.trained.xml': 37626 matches in 40636 
tests = 
  
+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+= 
Step 8. Test network against noisy Bravo pictures: 
+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+= 
Created data root: '/edu/roxhe426/nta/nupic-1.2-
linux32/share/projects/pictures/ 
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Using data root: /edu/roxhe426/nta/nupic-1.2-
linux32/share/projects/pictures/pic 
mapCategories: renamed pic.bravo.category.txt to pic.bravo.catnames.txt 
Begin testing with 73 iterations: 
Enabling the following nodes: ['sensor', 'level1.*', 'level2.*', 
'level3.*', 'le 
Removing output directory: 'picdata' 
Test results for network 'pic.bravo.trained.xml': 62 matches in 73 tests = 
84.93 
  
+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+= 
Step 9. Test network against distorted Bravo pictures: 
+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+= 
Created data root: '/edu/roxhe426/nta/nupic-1.2-
linux32/share/projects/pictures/ 
Using data root: /edu/roxhe426/nta/nupic-1.2-
linux32/share/projects/pictures/pic 
mapCategories: renamed pic.bravo.category.txt to pic.bravo.catnames.txt 
Begin testing with 1460 iterations: 
Enabling the following nodes: ['sensor', 'level1.*', 'level2.*', 
'level3.*', 'le 
Removing output directory: 'picdata' 
Test results for network 'pic.bravo.trained.xml': 900 matches in 1460 tests 
= 61 
  
+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+= 
Step 10. Re-test network against noisy Alpha pictures: 
+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+= 
Created data root: '/edu/roxhe426/nta/nupic-1.2-
linux32/share/projects/pictures/ 
Using data root: /edu/roxhe426/nta/nupic-1.2-
linux32/share/projects/pictures/picdata 
mapCategories: renamed pic.bravo.category.txt to pic.bravo.catnames.txt 
Begin testing with 100 iterations: 
Enabling the following nodes: ['sensor', 'level1.*', 'level2.*', 
'level3.*', 'level4.*', 'output'] 
Removing output directory: 'picdata' 
Test results for network 'pic.bravo.trained.xml': 90 matches in 100 tests = 
90.00% accuracy 
  
+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+= 
Step 11. Perform run-time inference on novel Alpha pictures: 
+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+= 
Inference on 'cat19_3.bmp': 1.000 0.767 0.696 0.707 0.627 0.814 0.547 0.729 
0.690 0.802 0.799 0.508 0.606 0.551 0.697 0.647  
Inference on 'comp_12.bmp': 0.973 1.000 0.779 0.636 0.774 0.928 0.730 0.881 
0.762 0.839 0.889 0.581 0.561 0.701 0.805 0.768  
Inference on 'eng_d7_5.bmp': 0.861 0.891 1.000 0.792 0.563 0.748 0.683 
0.902 0.882 0.900 0.680 0.527 0.724 0.766 0.796 0.752  
Inference on 'dog2_2.bmp': 0.724 0.565 0.493 1.000 0.346 0.459 0.423 0.574 
0.515 0.495 0.624 0.276 0.378 0.464 0.407 0.486  
Inference on 'dumb_bell2_2.bmp': 0.612 0.639 0.551 0.486 1.000 0.637 0.528 
0.717 0.591 0.684 0.730 0.463 0.475 0.517 0.596 0.602  
Inference on 'eng_e_12.bmp': 0.826 0.784 0.737 0.796 0.614 0.990 0.846 
0.908 0.930 0.818 0.942 0.665 0.892 0.746 0.926 1.000  
Inference on 'eng_f_10.bmp': 0.865 0.855 0.930 0.858 0.880 0.931 1.000 
0.938 0.969 0.961 0.866 0.876 0.976 0.953 0.952 0.916  
Inference on 'eng_g_10.bmp': 0.894 0.887 0.829 0.901 0.825 0.918 0.870 
0.970 0.826 0.895 1.000 0.722 0.852 0.847 0.924 0.916  
  
+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+= 
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Step 12. Generate report: 
+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+= 
Report generated: 'pic.report.txt' 
[roxhe426@linix1 pictures]$  
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Appendix B 

Abstract in Swedish  
 
Sammanfattning 
 
Detta examensarbete har utförts för Institutionen för systemteknik (ISY), avdelningen för 
Elektroniska komponenter vid Linköpings universitet. En studie om HTM teknologi och en 
teknisk utvärdering av advanced HTM picture recognition har genomförts. HTM, som står för 
Hierarchical Temporal Memory, är en teknologi utvecklad av Numenta.Inc. baserad på Jeff 
Hawkins teori om hjärnans funktion. Rapporten inkluderar också några grundläggande fakta 
om hjärnan för vägledning åt ingenjörer så att de kan nå en bättre förståelse om sambandet 
mellan hjärnan och HTM teknologin. Även om HTM tekniken fortfarande är ny så är ändå 
ambitionen av dess utvecklare att skapa genuint intelligenta maskiner. 
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Appendix C 

Abstract in French  
 
Résumé 
 
Ce rapport a été fait pour le Département d´Ingénieur électrotechnique, division des 
composant électroniques, de l´université de Linköping, Suède. Il s’agit d’une étude sur la 
technologie HTM ainsi que d’une évaluation de la technique d´ “advanced HTM picture 
recognition”. HTM est l’abréviation pour Hierarchical Temporal Memory, une technologie 
développée par Numenta Inc. et fondée sur la théorie sur la fonction du cerveau de Jeff 
Hawkins. Le rapport inclut aussi certains données fondamentales sur le cerveau afin de guider 
les ingénieurs pour quãils puissant atteindre une meilleure compréhension sur la relation entre 
le cerveau et la technologie HTM. Même si la technique HTM est encore jeune, le 
développeur a tout de même  l’ambition de créer de vrais machines intelligentes.       
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